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Shopping center seen
as boost to economy

JUL

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
"I wouldn't be a citizen of Murray if I wasn't glad
to see the new Chestnut Hills Shopping Center."
commented Max Hurt, a long-time civic leader in
Calloway County and president of the MurrayCalloway County Industrial Foundation. And so
goes the opinions of a vast number of residents in,
and around, the city.
With the opening of this outlet comes new stores.
new selections, new people and new jobs. But, probably that factor weighing most heavily on the
minds of local citizens is one of new jobs.
Stated Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis, This will
definately be an asset to the city of Murray. Besides
drawing additional shoppers from surrounding
areas like Graves. Marshall and Henry Counties, it
will contribute some 100 new jobs for the communi-
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MUSIC SUPPORTERS
GATHER — A morning coffee for
out-of-town assistants with the
Murray Civic Music Association
was held Wednesday at the home
of Mrs. Max G. Carman, 505 S.
11th St. Co-hostess for the annual
event was Mrs. John G Winter,
captain of out-of-town efforts and
vice president for public relations.
Out-of-town guests pictured above
are from left) Mrs. L.C. Sowell,
Clinton, Mrs. J.W. Atkins, McKenzie, Tenn., Nancy Reifel, Lakeway
Shores, Betty Cook, Mayfield,
Mrs. Jesse Kelly, Mayfield, and
Mrs. W.E. Williams, Clinton. Murray attendants pictured include
• left photo) Mrs. John C. Winter,
Mrs. Max G. Carman, Jacquie
awarra Farrell, Mrs. C.C. Lowry, president, and Martha Cook. Serving as
membership drive managers
were Jacquie Farrell and Betty
Cook.
Staff Photos by Greg Travis
•

Program to reduce operating costs
at MSU gains special recognition
An innovative program to
reduce . campus operating costs
has brought Murray State University special recognition in the
seventh annual nationwide Cost
Reduction Incentive Awards Program.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university president, was notified
that Murray State is one of 60 colleges and universities chosen to
receive awards for money-saving
programs implemented during
1981.
Murray . State, which earned

partly cloudy
Today partly cloudy with
highs in the mid to upper 80s.
East winds 5 to 10 mph. Tonight
mostly cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of thunderstorms. Lows
in the the upper 60s to low 70s.
Light and variable winds. Friday partly cloudy with a 40 percent chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid 80s with
variable winds less than 10
mph.
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honorable mention recognition,
was the only regional university in
Kentucky to receive an award
through the program sponsored
jointly by the National Association
of College and University
Business Officers i NACUBO and
Foundathe United States Steel
tion (USSF
A savings of more than $75,000
was realized at Murray State in
1981 by the establishment of an oncampus office machine repair
shop where machines can be
repaired, reconditioned or
overhauled. Costs have been
reduced by using parts from inoperative machines and by
eliminating the need to transport
machines to distant cities for
repair.
The Cost Reduction Incentive
Awards Program was conceived

to spotlight, on the national level,
successful cost reduction programs on the nation's campuses.
Total savings at schools which
earned recognition in 1981 were
more than $3 million.
Each of the winning schools was
recognized in a special ceremony
July 26 as part of the NACUBO annual meeting in Los Angeles.
William A. Gregory, assistant executive director of USSF,
presented the awards.
St. Lawrence University of Canton, N.Y., won the grand prize for
devising its own internal invrtment bank to provide "venture
capital" for the development and
implementation of cost reduction
projects, a plan Which saved the
university 8294,000 in energy costs
and stimulated external funding
of $261.000.

"I'm just more than proud of the new center."
continued Hurt. "However. I personally don't want
to see one part of the'city grow at the expense of
another. As you know, the southside has several
vacancies and I would like to see them filled as well.
!It would be my hope," he added, that both the
downtown and the southside will keep a strong
balance in relationship to he growing of other
areas."
With today's trying economic times, the theme of
new jobs continued to be apparent through the opinions of others as well.
"Naturally; I'm glad to see anything that will

help the local situation.- voiced Callowav County
Judge George Weaks..'One of our biggest problems
lately has been unemployment and these new positions will certainly be beneficial."
Added Joe Dick. president of the Bank of Murray.
-You know, it kind of restored some of our enthusiasm in regard to people out stirring and buying
again. There seems to be some real fine organizations out there, perhaps this will be part of the
.
stimulus we need."
Glenn Doran. president of The Peoples Bank. and
Randall Patterson. president of Dees Bank of
Hazel, together visualized Wednesday's grand
opening as a hopeful indication of the people's sup.
port for the new facilities.
Betty Lowry, besides interjecting many of her
feelings of happiness over the center's opening, uttered a strong reference to perhaps another point on
the minds of many. "It would be my wish that they
would devise a method by which all of the stores in
that area could be joined for better traffic safety." she stated.
Bill Teuton. Murray-Calloway .County Chamber
of Commerce executive vice president summed up
many feelings with his points. "The new center is
just another boost in the arm of local economy," he
remarked. "It has provided some 350 jobs and now
will be responsible for an annual payroll of approximately $4 million.
'It is our thinking that as more people now travel
to Murray to shop are stores, not only will this new
facility benefitfrom the influx of buyers, but may
others as well." he replied in closing.

Grain sale to Soviets justified;
drains hard cash Reagan
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
tion will found to end the bloodshed in I,ebanon.
Associated Press Writer
Reagan's grain-sale decision,
WASHINGTON i AP) — Presiwhich administration officials say
dent Reagan. expected to anwill probably be announced before
nounce a one-year extension of
grain sales to the Soviet Union, the weekend, was anxiously
says such trade is justified
awaited in the Midwest grain belt.
because it drains the Soviets of Reagan is expected to extend the
"hard cash: and they're not too existing agreement for one year,
even though farmers have pressed
flush with that right now."
The president sought to draw a for a long-term arrangement.
In Denver, Agriculture
distinction between continued
U.S. grain dealings with the Secretary John R. Block said a
Soviets and his opposition to the long-term sales agreement with
help Western Europe is giving the Soviet Union was "not in the
Moscow for construction of a .cards at this time."
"I would favor that, at least at
trans-Siberian natural gas
some point, but not today," Block
pipeline.
Despite strains with the allies said.
Reagan sought to halt pipeline
over those issues, Reagan maintained that "we do have a fine construction in response to the
relationship" with Western Soviet role in the military
Europe. "This is kind of like a crackdown in Poland.
"We have made it clear" that if
fight inside a family, but the famithe military rule is relaxed. "we'd
ly is still a family," he said
be very happy to review our posiWednesday at a nationally televistion with regard to the pipeline,"
ed news conference:
he said.
Reagan also made a pitch for a
But, the president said. -There
constitutional amendment bannare a couple of very important difing deficit spending except with a
three-fifths vote of Congress, and ferences" in his support for continued grain •sales and his opposisaid that "slowly and surely we're
working our way back to prosperi- tion to the pipeline, which would
carry fuel from Siberia to Western
ty."
He said that acceptance by the
Europe.
"The technology for the pipeline
Palestine Liberation Organization
of Israel's right to exist "would be is mainly only obtainable from the
a step forward," and said he re- United States," he said. "Grain,
mains hopeful that a political solu- the Soviet Union.can get in other
ro 'V

lir
.

places, if they want it.
Referring to the Carter administration's refusal to ship
grain to the Soviet Union in the
wake of the Soviets' military
move into Afghanistan in
December 1979, Reagan said:
"We wouldn't be achieving very
much if we had used" such an embargo. "It didn't hurt the Soviet
Union, but it was a terrible
economic blow to our farmers."
He said the sale of "grain will
result in the Soviet Union having
to pay out hard cash, and they're
not too flush with that right now."
"The pipeline, when finished,
will result in the Soviet Union getting hard cash, which it does not
now have and which it can then
use to further build up its military
might." the president said.
Reagan opened the news conference, his 12th since taking office 18 months ago, by saying.
"We've begun to rescue this
economy and the first evidence of
recovery has been sighted, but it's
only a beginning."
"Many of our people are still
suffering and nothing has been
more painful to me than the
slowness of our progress," he
said.
The economy is in a period of
transition anil "we're going to see
an improvement in the second half
of this year." he said.

House agrees to accept
record tax increase plan
WASHINGTON (API — The
Democrat-controlled House, unwilling to write its own tax7
increase bill in this election year,
has agreed to accept the outlines
of a record $98.5-billion plan written by Senate Republicans.
The House, rejecting complaints of conservatives that the
Constitution was being trampled,
voted Wednesday night to permit
a Senate-House conference committee to work out a compromise
bill.
The vote was 208-197, with 164
Democrats. and 44 Republicans
supporting the move. Sixty
Democrats and 137 Republicans
opposed it.
The conference committee will
begin work early next week the
final compromise could be ready
for President Reagan's signature
•
within two weeks.
Leaders of both parties emphasized that the House delegation to the conference will attempt
to make several changes in the
Senate bill while still raising the

$98 billion that Congress mandated in an effort to cut the federal
deficit.
The compromise "will not be a
simple rubber-stamp of the Senate
bill." promised Rep. Dan
Rostenkowski. D-III., who will
head the House conferees.
Heading the list of promised
changes is the Senate-passed provision reducing the tax deduction
allowed for medical expenses.
Current law allows a deduction for
expenses that exceed,3 percent of
gross income: the 'Senate bill
would raise that threshold to 7 percent. But Rostenkowski and his
Senate counterpart. Sen. Bob
Dole, R-Kan., favor a threshold of
no more than 5 percent.
The process that the House endorsed is highly unusual because
that body, which is required by the
-Constitution to originate all tax
bills, did not even write a bill this
time The House preferred instead
to let the GOP-run Senate take the
blame for any tax increase.
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Courthouse unloaded 10,000 new 1983
jFOR YOU -- Workers at the Calloway County
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Injuries not serious
when ditch caves in
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— Prince
LONDON ( AP
Charles and Princess Diana, looking the picture of married bliss
with their 5-week-old son Prince
William, were celebrating their
first wedding anniversary quietly
today.
Buckingham Palace said no
special celebrations were planned. Charles was going to Brize
Norton air base west of London to
welcome the 1st Battalion of the
Welsh Guards home from the
Falkland Islands, and a
spokeswoman said Diana and the
baby would spend the day quietly
at the family's London apartment
at Kensington Palace.
Charles as Prince of Wales is a
colonel in the Welsh Guards.
The low-key anniversary was in
contrast to the couple's wedding
last July 29 last year, when cheering crowds lined their route to St.
Paul's Cathedral and an
estimated 800 million people
around the world watched on
television.
British newspapers marked the
anniversary with three
photographs of the family taken
last week by Lord Snowdon, the
ex-husband of Charles' aunt
Princess Margaret and a professional photographer.
One of the photographs showed
Charles with white shirt .open at
the neck, Diana in a cream silk
dress with a string of pearls
holding the baby on her left arm,
and William, who was born June
21, in a white gown with lace edging, his blue eyes open wide.

STUMP REMOVAL DONATIONS — Bobby Kemp, ( at right
owner of K & K Stump Removal, Lynn Grove, is offering a 25 percent
discoing to customers with funds up to $500 donated towards the expense of the Murray Litttle League All Star's trip to Louisville
August 2. With Kemp is Calloway County Judge/Executive George
Weeks as Kemp removes a stump from the courthouse lawn. K & K
Stump Removal can quickly pulverite stumps leaving behind mulch
filling.

Aurora crafts festival to reflect
expansion of activities this year
Lakes. This is one mile
Plan, to expand the 1982 Annual ween the
the former site. on Highway
Labor Day Arts and Crafts from
across the Kentucky Lake
Festival, near Aurora, include a 68 just
bridge.
Country
Saturday.
on
Fry
Fish
The event takes place from 10
and Bluegrass bands will enterto 6,p.m. on Sept. 4 and 5.
a.m.
on
afternoon
the
throughout
tain
is still available for 'exSpace
while
Sunday.
and
Saturday
both
with handcrafted items
hibitors
craftand
artists
more than 120
of art.
works
and
works.
their
spersons display
For further information contact
Kentucky's Western Waterland,
The Festival. formerly held at
Route 1, Grand Rivers, Ky., 42045
Kenlake State Park, will be at the
Fenton Activies Area in Land Bet-' or call 502-362-4282.
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Five west Kentucky hospitals,
including the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. will receive approximately $5,000 from a settlement in an anti-trust suit filed in
federal court, Attorney General
Steve Beshear said.
The suit, against Bristol-Myers
Co., Beecham Group Ltd. and
Beecham Inc., involves alleged
violations of the Sherman AntiTrust Act in the _marketing and
sale Ampicillin, a synthetic
penicillin, Beshear said.
The Murray hospital will
receive $2,109. Other settlements
were Community Hospital,
Mayfield. $1,545; Marshall County
Hospital, $446; Trigg County
Hospital, $745; and Caldwell County Hospital. $1,345.
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Jul target of the
Hunt.
grand jury investigation, pleaded
guilty to charges of mail-fraud
conspirac) and signing a false
federal income-tax return. He was
ordered Wednesday to begin serving a three-year sentence next
Tuesday at the Federal Prison
Camp in Terre Haute,Ind.
Swyers said he had nothing to
fear when he was subpoenaed to
appear before the grand jury on
Oct.9, 1980, so he went without his
lawyer, Frank Haddad.
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MAN NOT SERIOUSLY INJURED FOLLOWING CAVE-IN — (At
left) Carl McGuffie, 43, employee of Tilford Plumbing Co., Paducah,
was rescued Wednesday afternoon when a sewer line ditch on 9th
Street near the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, in which he was
working, collapsed. According to Ted Myers, foreman of the construction crew, McGuffie was laying pipe in a nine-feet deep ditch
I above ) when the walls of the ditch caved in burying McGuffie in a
mound of dirt just below his shoulders. With the aid of Murray Water
System employees. McGuffie was pulled from the accident site and
transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance
personnel where he was treated and released. Also responding to the
emergency call were the Murray Police Department and the Murray
Fire Department. Tilford Plumbing Co. is under a contract agreement With the Murray Water System in the construction of the new
waste water treatment plant. McGuffey returned to the job today.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
Swyers Jr. says his acquittal on charges of perjury and contellipt taught him never to testify
to a grand jury without a lawyer.
-I have learned a great lesson. I
shall never do that again,"
Swyers, himself a lawyer in
Louisville, said Wednesday.
Minutes earlier. U.S. District
Judge Bernard T. Moynahan Jr.
found Swyers innocent of the contempt charge, saying a special
grand jury's subpoena for his
financial records was vaguely
worded and badly handled.
A trial on the charge ended in a
hung jury two weeks ago. During
that trial. Moynahan acquitted
Swyers of the perjury charge.
In a related case Wednesday
Moynahan delayed the mail-fraud
trial of Frankfort engineer David
W. Clark until Sept.20 in
Frankfort. It was to have begun
Monday in Lexington. .
Clark was convicted of perjury
June 14 and Moynahan delayed
until Friday a ruling on his motion
for a new trial.
A jury found Clark withheld information from the grand jury
about his partnership in three
Oklahoma oil wells with former
state Democratic chairman
Howard P."Sonny" Runt Jr.
The contempt charge against
Swyers had similar roots. He was
accused of withholding evidence
of a $30,000 withdrawal from his
bank account. The money was
spent on a certificate of deposit for
Hunt.
Walter

•

Lube, Oil Change
& Filter

Lawyer learns lesson
in grand jury probe
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report
HOUSE DESTROYED -- Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad reporter Paul Lyles fills out the run
Highway 783 off the Pennylload. Cause of
on a Wednesday night fire that destroyed the Jack.Glover house,
ground before
the blaze is known. Eleven firefighters and two units responded but the structure was on the
squad mern7rs arrived at the scene. No injuries were reported.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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Contract station
is dream realized
The establishment of a postal system Loritract
station for downtown Murray is "a dream come
true."
The Aug. 30 opening of the -mini-post office" in
the rear of The Bookmark will culminate several
months work by the Civic Improvement Committee
of the Murray Woman's Club.
The committee, under the leadership of Marjorie
Dunn, picked as its civic project the task of locating
a contract station in the downtown area. The committee and Mrs. Donald Brock, at that time president of the Murray Woman's Club, wrote letters to
postal system officials about possibilities for such a
facility.
The Woman's Club committee also was instrumental in a public hearing last spring at the
Bank of Murray where James Gard. of the postal
system's Management Sectional Center in
Evansville, listened and talked to needs and concerns of civic groups and downtown merchants.
All efforts by the Civic Improvement Committee
.
are appreciated and hours devoted to the project
were well-spent. A.ilowntown contract station will
be a definite plus for Murray, especially business
•
residents of the downtown area .

Sane or insane,
what will it be?
Insanity is a legal term. It can be defined -- or
redefined - by law.
Mental illness is a medical term. It can be treated
- or cured by therapy.
Insanity and mental illness may intersect in a
killer. Should he be punished for murder, or treated
for mental illness?
John W. Hinckley Jr., suffering from mental illness, fired shots into President Reagan with the intent of murdering him. A jury in Washington ruled
Hinckley was insane and sent him to a mental
hospital. But his shots are reverberating through
the legal system that releases the mentally ill from
guilt and punishment. •
Now the Reagan administration is supporting
legislation in Congress to narrowly limit the insanity definition. Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, a sponsor of
the legislation said it "would effectively eliminate
the insanity defense except in those rare cases in
which the defendant lacked the state of mind required as an element of the offense."
He added: "Mental disease or defect would constitute a defense only if the defendant did not even
know he had a gun in his hand or thought, for example, that he was shooting at a tree."
Hinckley knew he was shooting at the president,
not a tree. Under the new law, the delusion that he
believed killing Reagan would endear him to his
fantasy love. actress Jody Foster, would no longer
be grounds to avoid punishment because of insanity.
But a law must be tested for its effect.
Victims ask Does it matter if our father was
murdered because the killer thought he heard
voices? Any murder is an insane act. To allow the
murderer to escape punishment because of insanity
is crazy! The murderer must be punished for his ac•
tion, not his intent.
Civil libertarians say: What does it do to a society
to jail and execute people who were not in their
- senses when they hurt others? By treating the mentaly ill like criminals, society takes on their
unreasonableness. Society protects itself by preserving the rational basis of behavior and humanely
treating the mentally ill.
These issues lie at the deepest level of human consciousness and suffering. The apparently
motiveless murder of a man on a beach - Albert
Camus' "The Stranger"
of an old woman by a
student - Fyodor Dostoevsky's "Crime and
Punishment" - and of a father by his son Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex" - are great writer's attempts to plumet the psyche of a killer. Senators
must try to untangle the threads of insanity and
mental illness, law and psychology, innocence and
guilt.
In revising the insanity definition, Congtess
should avoid the cries for blood following the Hinckley verdict and not jettison the humanistic traditions that distinguish our society from the deluded
assailants we seek to punish.
But mental illness should no longer provide an
almost automatic escape from guilt. The insane impulse to kill that strikes human beings in torment
must be met by a clear voice from society, "Murder
and be punished."
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by m.c. garrott

They will long remember this golf
shot at the Murray Invitational
They will long remember the 23rd
annual Murray Invitational golf
tounament at the Murray Country
Club - not so much because of the
low scores shot, or the sweltering
weather, or the rocklike fairways,
but because of a shot made on the
18th hole the first day of the tournament by Charlie Irwin of
Hopkinsville.
Charlie is well known hereabouts
for his football and basketball officiating. In fact, he is in charge of
assigning the officials in the Region 2
high school games like the late Rex
Alexander did so well in our Region 1.
Charlie and his friend, Cam Love,
come to Murray almost every year to
play in the big tournament at, the
local club.
•••
Charlie and Cam had started play
on the 10th hole last Saturday in this
year's tournament and had come
around to the 385-yard 18th hole which, actually, was their ninth hole
to be played - when he made tournament history with his third shot on
the hole.
A long-driving,left-hander, Charlie
had faded his second shot to the left
of the green. Hitting on the concretehard ground between the green and
the road, the ball bounced through
the cars on the club's parking lot
before coming to a stopTn front of the
scoreboard near the newly remodeled pro shop.
Since the scoreboard is not considered as a natural hazard and since
it blocked his way back to the green,

sonic 75 yards away, he was permitted a "free drop" being permitted to
move his ball without suffering a
penalty stroke,.
Dropping his ball some 50 feet to
one side of the scoreboard and in a
position from which he could see, at
least, the general direction of the
green, he pondered his shot. In order
to reach the putting surface, he not
only would have to clear or go
through several parked cars but also
several trees.
He decided to take his pitching
wedge and go over the trees.
•••
Now, backed into the parking
space closest- to him and directly in
his line of flight as well as only about
25 feet from where his ball lay, was a
brand new, bright red Toyota coupe,
a thing of vehicular beauty.
It belonged to John Colgan, a
senior member of the St. Mary's
High School golf team in Paducah.
Colgan, with his girl friend walking
along with him, already was on the
course, playing the front nine of his
36 holes.
I'm sure you've guessed by now,
that Charlie didn't make it over the
cars and the trees to the 18th green
with that shot. Instead, he "bladed"
it, hittin‘g it with the edge of the club
instead of in the center of the slanted
face.
Instead of rising into a graceful arc
into the air as it Should have done, it
flew like a bullet into the rear window
of the Colgan boy's car. He had only
had the car about two weeks.

Not only did the ball shatter the
glass, but smashed out a hole in it
large enough to kick a soccer ball
through. The ball itself - a brand,
new Titlist - came to rest on the
floor behind the driver's seat. Shattered glass could be seen throughout
the car,even across the dashboard.
Since the car was locked, Charlie
could only see but not retrieve his
ball. He wasn't really due a "lost
ball" penalty because it wasn't lost.
He just couldn't get it.
Also, the car was not a natural
hazard, and the question arose as to
whether or not a penalty stroke
should be charge before Charlie
could take another stroke.
He made that decision himself, taking a penalty and putting down
another ball. This time, he hit it
cleanly over the parked cars,
through the trees and onto the fringe
of the putting surface of the green.
And that's not the end of this unsual
way of playing that treacherous old
hole. Moments later, Charlie stroked
in the 25-foot putt for an incredible
double bogey six on the hole. Or,
should he have been credited with a
bogey five?
Don't ask me. There are as many
different rules governing the game of
golf as there are telling you how you
shOuld and should not play bridge.
Just about as many books have been
written on them, too.
•••
The way it turned, out, however, it

didn't make a great deal of difference whether Charlie got a five or
a six on the hole, except, possibly, for
his own personal pride.
Unfortunately, our Hopkinsville
friend didn't finish among the prize
winners in his flight and one less
stroke would have been enough to
alter that situation.
About all he got out of the experience was the satisfaction of
knowing that he shot himself into the
record books of the tournament.
•••
As for Colgan, a blanket of silence
shrouded the scoreboard area when
he came up at the end of his first nine
holes to proudly post an even par 36.
No one mentioned the shattered window as he waited, studying the other
scores, while his card was posted.
Then he continued his 18-hole round,
totally unaware ot what had happpened to his car.
"He was shooting such a good
score, we simply did not want to get
him upset by telling him right at that
time." said scorekeeper Pete
Waldrop, and that was thoughtful.
The youngster went on to shoot a 37
on the back nine for a fine one-over-•
par 73 for the day. before being
shown the shattered window.
But.. come next year when. he'
comes back to Murray to. play.in. the._
tournament again, he says he is going to park his car well out of range.
After giving that a little thought and
looking around, however, he murmured,"I wonder where that'll have
to be."

looking back

by james gerstenzang

the white house

Friend or foe; Reagan wondering
WASHINGTON (AP)- President
Reagan's best friends are turning into his best enemies.
For the second time in half a year,
the Conservative Digest has devoted
a monthly issue to telling the president what he's doing wrong.
The criticism ranges from broadbased attacks on his economic and
defense policies to a peek at the
White House guest lists, and includes
a list of artists and New York
bankers who have been invited to
White House parties.
"It seems that in its partying as
well as its policy-making,the Reagan
administration has become more and
more like a pale imitation of past
establishment regimes," the
magazine editors wrote.
Larry Speakes, Reagan's chief
spokesman, said the president has
not read the current issue of the
magazine. As for the entire thrust of
its criticism, Speakes had this comment: "It ain't so."
The magazine immediately raised
the ire of Peter Teeley, Vice President George Bush's press secretary.
Bush has never been a dariing of the
conservatives.
"Some of those people have very
little right to criticize the president,"
said Teeley, looking at the list of candidates they supported in 1980.
"First, they were for Phil Crane the
Republican congressman from Illinois), they were for John Connally
second, and they were for Ronald
Reagan third. It's not as though they
were 'filed up at the gates in 1980." ''They've got very short
.
memories," he said.

In an introductory story, the Conservative Digest, published by
direct-mail fund-raising wizard
Richard A. Viguerie, said that "only
18 months into the Reagan presidency, there is a keen and growing feeling of disappointment among conservatives of all kinds all over America.
The alarm bells are going off, but the
question is, will Ronald Reagan
listen?"
"The establishment Republicans
on the White House staff are trying to
muffle the alarm bells and are
misreading the signals... The sad
truth is that disenchantment with the
Reagan presidency is now real and

widespread. It is felt by conservatives of every stripe, from every
element of the broad conservative
coalition that put Reagan in the
White House."
•
There is something of an echo
quality about this.
It seems that there is a rule in
presidential politics that goes like
this: sometime in the second or third
year of a president's term, he is fair
game for his supporters, and they
can begin their lament that he has
not remained true to their ideals.
It happened to Jimmy Carter and it
is happening to Ronald Reagan.

letter to the editor

Junior tournament success
To the Editor.:
I would like to draw attention to the
success of the Junior Babe Ruth 1315) baseball tournament team this
year. They received second place
trophies at the Bowling Green tournament. I would like to thank Steve
West for his managing this team in a
very professional way. Also, thanks
to Cary.Miller and Kevin Wright for
their assistance and dimensions to
this team. I would like to thank the
pa rents who entrusted us with their
boys for trips to the park at all hours
of the day and night. A big thanks
goes to Murray Christian Felltrwship—
at His House, and the First United
Methodist Church for the use of their
vans for transportation.
Murray and Calloway County

should be proud of these boys for
their sportsmanship and good
baseball. We also want to thank Murray Baseball Association for their
$400 for five round trips to Bowling
Green and to help feed these boys
We apprecnated Western Kentucky
Christian Student Fellowship at His
House at Bowling Green for the overnight use of their campus house
without any charge.
No other town this side of the lake,
has a baseball program as good as
our Junior Babe Ruth for this agt•
group of boys. I hope it cliks not
change.
Dean Ross. President
Junior Babe Ruth-League
Murray RaSeball Association

Ten years ago
Calloway Judge Robert 0. Miller
presented a brief review of the properties and services of the county at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
at the Murray Woman's Club House..
Boy Scouts of local chapter of
Order of Arrow will present a program of Indian Ceremonial Dance at
Story Hour on Aug. 2 at Calloway
• •
Public Library.
Emily Byrn, daughter of Dr. and .
Mrs. James Byrn, is pictured
displaying the slogan. "Safe Boating
Is No Accident." Her parents are
members of the Murray-Kenlake
Flotilla of United States Coast
Guard.
Helen Spann, president of Quota
Club of Murray. attended the 51st annual convention of Quota International at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York City.
Twenty years ago
Graves Neale of Murray has been
appointed Deputy Commissioner for
the Kentucky Department of Labor
by Gov. Bert T. Combs.
Nelle Weiler, executive secretary
of Kentucky' State Association of
Registered Nurses, spoke at meeting
of District 18 of Nurses Association at
meeting on July 26 in Murray.
Nancy Faye Bazzell. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bazzell, and
Ted Lovett. son of Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Lovett, were married July 14 at
the home of the bride's parents.
Thirty years ago
The state per capita school fund for
$38.41 for each of 682,330 children included in official school census will
provide $139,191.73 to school districts
in Calloway County for present
school year. according to State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Wendell P. Butler.
Deaths reported include Ab
Phillips,82.
Wanda Lovett, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Pearson Lovett. and Frank Nix
Hart, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart..
were married July 19.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Selix Eugene Williams,
July 13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Morgan,July 19, and a boy to Mr. and •
Mrs. Eurie Williams. July 19.
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Hooks-Cooper wedding scheduled

datebook

Mr. and Mrs. Robert
I Sonny I Hooks of Murray:
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter. Deborah Lin,
to Thomas Michael
Cooper. son of Mrs. Joan
Cooper and the late
Lowell Cooper.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ross Hudson of
Cadiz and the late Robert
Bogard. and of Mr. and
Mrs. Magnus Hooks of
Murray.
Miss Hooks is a
graduate of Calloway
County' High School and is
attending Murray State
University.
. The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
George Taylor of Hazel
and of Ha'ford Cooper of
Puryear, Tenn., and the
late Mrs. Zitell Cooper_
Mr
Cooper is a

Hill reception site different

PFC and Mrs. Michael F'reezor, currently stationed with the United States Army at Fort Riley.
Kans . are the parents of a daughter. Jessica Dawn,
born Friday. July 23. at Erwin Army Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Donald Thacker.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Freezor of Hazel and Mrs. Faye
Kelley of Paducah

The door pr
with a numb
David McClui

The 25th anniversary reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hill of Murray will be Sunday. Aug. 1, from 2
to 4 p.m. It will be at the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray. North 12th Street, and not at the
place listed In the announcement and -9Fture
published on Wednesday.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend and
to please note the correct place. The newspaper
regrets the place was incorrectly listed with the announcement

Plans weri
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1983. Cards
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Mrs. Chart

Members of the Jackson Purchase Doll Club will
have a work day on Tuesday. Aug. 3. at 10 a.m. at
the home of Mrs. James Majors, Mayfield. Each
one attending is asked to bring a quilt block for the
doll quilt the group is making.
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$S A CARLOAD TUES.
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

Acme Dingo Levi,
Texas, Durango

$24

Sizes 61,2 - 13

Work Boots

$33
Men's Lace Up 8"

Social,

New Shipment of
Ladies Casuals

First Feature
Repeated Fri. Sat

753-9419

16th & Main

$1995

INSIDE WALK SALE
'All Fostoria
Crystal 20% Off

•1 Rack (Values to 545)
$15 and Less
•1 Rack (Values to 590)
$30 and Less
'All 2 Pc. Suits
(Values to S185)
$60 and Less •
'All Belts (Values to $25)
$8 and Less
'All Summer Jewelry
'Special Group Pottery (Originally $125) (Values to $25)
$79.99 45 pc. Set
$ 1, $2, $4

,
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$25

*Monogram Towels
1 / 2 Price
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Jordache, Bata Leather
Kangaroo Leather & Pony leather

"Come See Our Ne‘s 1) Decorated Downtown Store

DOWNTOWN

$

Men's Tennis Shoes

•
•

Chervis

5

All Leather

New Shipment of
Men's leather

Eager Beaver's R

Tuesday is $5.00
A Carload

•1 Rack (Values to $30)
$10 and Less

Men's Dress 8.
Casual Shoes

Half Boots $25 Famolare

:ECM
TOP HIT

FORCE FIVE R
STIR CRAZY R
NEIGHBORS R

Men's Boots

Pro Keds

$

South showed no signs of
guilt after he lost today's
makable game. He never
realized that there was a
way to make his game.
East thought he had too
much defense to push on to
four spades. He was right
since declarer botched the
play; he was also wrong
since the successful club
finesse would give West 10
tricks at spades.
South ruffed the second
spade and drew trumps in
two rounds. Next, he led a
club to dummy's king and
East's ace and it was over
quickly. The defense took
three clubs and a spade ant
the game was one down.
"It wouldn't have done
me any good to discard a
club from my hands," alibied South, "Either the club
king was right or it wasn't.
No reason to drag out the

$895

$595

Work Boots

THEY GO ALL THE WAY
WITH THE GAMES THEY PLAY

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

don't say we all ought
to misbehave, but we ought
to look as if we would " —
Orson Welles.

Shoes

New Shipment
Ladies Leather

lir
'

THE ACES

Good Selection
Of Summer

Sandals

Ends Tonere•
•
Rude., of tan Los! Ari.

Mr. and Mrs. Randy Darnell. Rt. 6, Mayfield. are
the parents of a daughter,Samantha Kay, born Friday, July 9, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Tynes,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Darnell,
Mayfield.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet
Monday, Aug. 2. at 7 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. A critique of slides will be the program.
Each person is limited to five entries and may be a
combination of prints and slides.

We are Open
Sunday 1-6
for your shopping
convenience.

central c•nter 753-331•

DA/D[421 0F THE
LOST A R K
DO DOLBY STEREO

Samantha Kay Damen born

Camera club will meet

,
Factory Discount
Shoes

OPEN 8:06
•START 8:30

Pull,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wallace, Rt. 2, are the
parents of a son, Justin Hunter, weighing six
pounds eight ounces, measuring 19'2 inches, born
Sunday. July 25, at 7:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have a daughter. Stephanie,
4.
The mother is a registered nurse at the hospital.
The father is a supervisor at Fisher Price Toys.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wallace,
Jr.. of Milburn and Dr. and Mrs. Charles Hoffman
of Joliet. Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Paschall, Rt. 1, Hickman,
are the parents of a son, Joshua Dale, weighing
eight pounds 13 ounces. born Saturday, July 117, at
Union City Hospital. The mother is the former Cindy Pitcher.
Grandparents are Mrs. Joyce Pitcher Wilson and
the late Gene Pitcher and Mr. and Mrs. T.C.
Paschall, all of Puryear. Tenn.

ried Friday. Sept. 24, at 7 hall.
All friends and
p.m. at Kirksey Baptist
Church.
relatives are invited to atA reception will follow tend the ceremony and
in the church fellowship the reception.

Fn thru Thurs.

ith Burr

Justin Hunter Wallace born

Joshua Dale Paschall born

graduate of CalloWay
County High School. He is
employed at Ryan Milk
Company.
The couple will be mar-

Sun. 1-6
73 VW Square Back, 4
in floor. Asking
1100.00 will consider
best offer. 753-3282

CHILDREN'S
SUMMER SHOES

'7 '10
Select Group
Of
Tennis Shoes

Chapter
Phi had its summer
social and retreat on July
• ,
16 and 17.
Members met for dinner at Patti's 1880's
Restaurant and then went
to Twin Rivers Cottages.
Grand Rivers, for the
retreat.
Mary Graves, president, presided. Announcement was made of
the Beta Sigma Phi Card
Party to be Friday, Aug.
27, at Community Room
of North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
Tickets at $2.50 each
may be purchased from
any member.
Those attending were
•Ila Brown. Rowena
•Emerson, Brenda Estes,
* Mary Graves. Vicky
•
Holton, Lois Ruiz, Joyce
•
Thomas, Barbara
•Wlliams and Glenda
Wilson.•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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BOBBY WOLFF

play on hands like this.
Besides, as the cards lie,
they can make four spades
and 50 points is a cheap
price to pay to save the
rubber."
South could have pulled
even in vulnerability had he
given the hand more
thought. After . drawing
trumps, he should cash three
high diamonds to throw a
club and then lead dummy's
fourth diamond, throwing
another club. East wins this
trick perforce and has no
safe options. A spade or diamond lead offers a ruff and
discard and a club lead
7.28-A
NORTH
•7 2
•K J 8 5
*AQ73
4K 5 4
WEST
EAST
41 INJ10854
41A 96
•3
•62
•J6
*10 9 5 4 2
44J 9 7
4AQ10
SOUTH
•3
•A Q 10 9 7 4
•K8
48 6 3 2
Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer- North. The bidding:
North East
South West
I.
Pass
244
I*
311
44F
341
Pass
Pass
Pass

• .•

CROWNEI
Mahan, 3,
Photogenic
ray. She was.
and second a
ed Miss Pote
Pageant on.
Mr. and Mrs
parents are ;
and Mr. and

That's

Opening lead Spade king
away from the ace will
establish dummy's king.
Stealing a hand from the
opponents may be rewarding enough; creating a double game swing is even
better.
Bid with The Aces
South holds

7-29-B

•A 9 6
IF 62
* 10 9 5 4 2
•A Q 10
North
IV
2 NT

South
211

ANSWER:Three no trump
May not make but the game
bonus is worth some risk
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
witb selt.addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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Sheppard reunion at lake
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John and 011ie, Sheppard, Mr and Mrs
Sheppard ,Family_ Reu- - Howard Wood, Dwayne
mon was Saturday.. July and Keith Wood, Mr. and
17 at the shelter house at Mrs. Shirley Ray ShepKenlake State Park at pard and Melynda.
Aurora.
James Earl Sheppard,
Thirty-four family Tim Sheppard, Bobby
members and three Allmond,-Jr., Mrs. Dula
Wilson. Mr. and Mrs
visitors were present,
David McClure, Tanihra
The door prize was won
Sheppard and Jeremy .
with a number called by:
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn ShepDavid McClure.
pard, Dennis and Deanna
Plans were made for Sheppard. Mr. and Mrs.
another family reunion in Hayes Sheppard, Steve
1983. Cards announcing and Melissa Sheppard,
the time, date and place Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Shepwill be sent to all family pard. Lesia and Tony
members.
Sheppard, Mr. and Mrs.
Attending the reunion 1.awrence Henson, Mr.
and Mrs. Conard Newton
were the following:
Mrs. Charley (Lucille) and Juliianna Newton.
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CROWNED AT PAGEANT — Amy LeArin
Mahan, 3, was crowned Miss Golden Rose
Photogenic Queen at the pageant on July 10 in Murray. She was also named first alternate for beauty
and second alternate in sportswear. She also received Miss Potentiality at the Miss Kentucky Sunshine
Pageant on July 24 at Hopkinsville. Her parents are
Mr. and Mrs. John Mahan of Murray. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ragsdale of Alrno
and Mr. and Mrs..J.R. Mahan of Murray.

Murray native Donald 0. Travis granted doctor's degree
Donald O'Neil Travis.
of Mrs. Geneva
Adams Travis of Cocoa.
Fla., completed all requirements for the doctorate of education
degree in December 1981.
He was awarded the
degree on May 7, 1982,

son

A lido Groves
representative
church group
Alida Graves from
First Presbyterian
Church, Murray, was a
representative from
Western Kentucky Union
Presbytery at the
meeting of National
United Presbyterian
Women.
This triennial meeting
was July 14-19 at Purdue
University, Lafayette,
Ind.
Mrs. Graves said
"despite their diversity,
the women were brought
together by their hope
symbolized in a 16-foot
rainbow across the huge
stage of the Hall of Music
where the 5,000 women
gathered."
The entire body participated in song, worship, dance and lectures.
Free time allowed for
choices of over 90
workshops and forums,
small group worship and
dialogue with sister
Presbyterians.
Mrs. Graves said -in
unity we were compelled
by gratitude for God's
gift of grace to seek a vision for our time. We
struggle with the questions, experience the tension, lie with the compromises, wrestle with
the choices. Nevertheless, as followers of
Christ, we are propelled
through the unknown
toward the promise."

during the Florida Atlantic University commencement exercise at
Boca Raton,Fla,
Dr. Travis, born in
Murray, had lived in
Cocoa, Fla., until 1969. He
is a 1963 graduate of
Cocoa High School. He
has his B.A. degree in
elementary education
from Stetson University,
Deland, Fla., did
graduate work in school

psychology at Boston
University, Boston.
Mass., received a Master
of Education in Administration from
University of Central
Florida, Orlando, Fla.,
and was granted a
specialist degree in
educational administration along with doctor of
education degree.
For his dissertation,
Dr. Travis made a com-

parative study of the former Kay Shelton, a
basic skills attairunent of graduate of Florida State
the sixth grade pupils in University. She also is
public and private teacher in the Volusia
schools in Volusia Coun- County Schools.
ty.
They have two
Dr. Travis is principal , children, Stephanie, 8.
of Coronado Beach and Derek, 4. The family
Elementary School, New resides in Florida Shores,
Smyrna Beach, Fla. He Edgewater, Fla
Dr. Travis is a nephew
has been with the Volusia
County School Board of Mrs. Burgess Marine
and the late John 13
since 1969.
He is married to the Adams of Murray.

Donald Travis

All Area Rugs

FINAL CLEARANCE

20% 50%

Ladies
Spring & Summer

OFF REG.

CHOOSE FROM COTTONS, DURABLE BLENDS, 8. GRASS RUGS

Name Brandk\N
Shoes

Oriental
Style

You don't really
need to spend
a fortune for
a handmade rug.

Sizes:
2' x 4' to
6' x 9'

3 tori plus $i"

25%

Buy one pair at reg. price
get next 2 pair for 51.00

OFF

Cotton dhurries
Maize rectangles
Maize rounds
„ lers6st;P $4.99
ALL 50% OTT SALE STARTS
FRIDAY, JULY 30,9 a.m

400

Wah 12" moue squares you con ct,,
your own rug They come in o pet:,
opprov,motely 9' long You getermrm
the w.dth you W
Moue squares
STRIP

Guinn Discount
Shoes

1imports

P1011

207 N. Brewer
Downtown Paris

69oSrit; tr
9
Bel-Air
MMUS.

2a=aqmrs
JULY
SALE
SUMMER IS
ALMOST GONE

6
542

SUPER SAVINGS
SUPER FASHIONS
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Something
New
In Town!
OPENING
THURSDAY

1999,03929
COLORFUL
Regular 300 to 700 Values

V2 PRICE

25%

SUMMER

BILLFOLDS

OFF
On All Fall &
Winter
Merchandise
'Bryan
*Baby Bliss
•Calvin Klein •Billy the Kid
*Lee
'Chandler
and more coming
•Thomas

Ky.

Regular 500 to 10 00 Values

V2 PRICE
SUN VISORS 8.

LOU NGEWEAR

BELTS

SHOES

Regular 300 to 21 00 'values

Regular 18 00 to 65 00 V.Oues

LINGERIE
Reg„,,,

(Beside Southside ICA)

NOW

2 /0

OFF

V2 PRICE

SWIMSUITS
SPORTSWEAR

"each

/
1 31-02
/
30FF
SUMMER
ACCESSOR IES
Regular 2 50 to 15 00 Value,

/
1 2 PRICE
,
Regular.800 to 16 00 Vol..

NOW

2/
/
1
2 TO 3 OFF /
1 2 PRICE

FAMOUS NAME

ENTIRE STOCK

BRAS

SUNGLASSES

Regular 9.50 to (400 Values

OU-L 34.es

UMBRELLAS

Regular 500 to 11 00 Values

2

tc/

ENTIRE STOCK

SUMMER CLEARANCE

STRAW HATS

PATTY-CAKE FASHIONS 39%499
601 South 12th—
COPY AVAILABLE

ALL SUMMER

TUBE TOPS

You'll Love Our Fashions - You'll Like Our Prices''

ige

SUMMER STYLES

Regular 600 ro 14 0)l,

1 3 OFF
NOW /

SUMMER STYLES

JEWELRY
e

HANDBAGS

,, Il 110 t, 70 00 V011/,

, 2j3
/

NOW

SUMMER STYLES

OFF

Regular 9 00 to 80 00 h.

/
1 2 PRICE

S

144 S Ili! Ml ItI

1141, I hor,ths

Is, I I Ia.' It

.1111

2
9.

Coming community events are scheduled
Thursday. July 29
Final awards program
for Summer Reading
Program will be at 3:30
p in, at Calloway County
Public Library. Note
change from Friday to
'Fhursday.

Thursday,July 29

Thursday,July 29
music field, will present a
concert at 7 30 p in. at
Memorial Baptist
Church. The Abbe is insited to attend.

Murray High Band
Parents will have an important meeting at 8 p_m:
in band mom at high
school.
Calloway County
_. Events at Murray. Chamber Singers will
Country Club will include meet at 7 p.m, at
Masters Five, compos, Junior Golf at 9 a.m. and Calloway County High
et' of leaders in gospel Couples Tennis at 6 p.
School.
-The Damn Yankee"
ill be presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.tn.
at Playhouse in the Park.
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
1-59-1752.

We are proud
tO announce
the Arrival
of
The Effanbee
Collection Dolls
John Wayne (1982) Mae West
Storybook Collection - - Crochet Classics
Grandes Domes — Four Seasons
Many More
There will be Gift Certificates
to be applied to the purchase
of your favorite doll
Lay-A- Way now for Christmas
lf your favorite doll isficit in
stock we will order it for you

Friday, July 30
Puppeteers of
Memorial Baptist Church
will present a show at
8:30 p.m. at Hillman
F'erry Campground in
Land Between the Lakes. _
Twilight Golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.

Friday, July 30 ,
Community Theatre at
Playhouse in the Park.
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Wranglers Riding Club
will ride at 7:30 p.m at
the club.
Square and round dancing with music by Country Sound Band will start
at 7:30 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Skating
Rink
Commencement exercises at Murray State
University will be at 2
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Saturday, July 31
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Oaks Country Club will Center.
have twilight golf at 5:30
p.m.
Square and round dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Second night of "The Woodmen of World Hall.
Damn Yankee- will be
presented at 8 p.m. by Calloway County
•1Pff-"IllitiMilm-11Per
We are pleased to
announce that
Debbie Hooks.
bride-elect of Mike
Cooper. has
selected pottery
flatware, crystal
and accessories
from our complete
bridal registry.
Debbie, and Mike
will be married
September 25.

Friday
July 30
and
Saturday
July 31
9:00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m.

.

Leas Hallmark Shoppe
On the Square
Paris Tennessee

C
riedtLI

Saturday, July 31

Saturday, July 31
wren the Lakes will in
elude The Owl and the'
Forest at 2 p m. and
Fishing Techniques On
the Lake from 7:30 to 9:30
p.m., both at Woodlands By Abigail Van Buren
44411
Nature Center, and
Third night of "The Blacksmithing at The
Damn Yankee" will be Homeplace-1850 at 2 p.m.
presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park at
Sunday, Aug. 1
DEAR ABBY: What are a hostess's ottligation,
Murray-Calloway County
A reception to honor guest with special diet requests? We have a relatise ;se, s
Hill
Robert
Park. For information Mr. and Mrs.
heavy) who visits fairly often frimi a in it her Oty.
call 759-1752.
on their 25th wedding an- She asks for artificial sweetener for her tea and eon
2
niversary will be from stantly checks the labels on the salad dressing honk and
Men's Tennis will be to 4 p.m. at University canned goods to find out how many e'alortes everything has.
from 9 a.m. to noon at Branch of Bank of Mur- She asks for dietetic or sugar-free desserts. and later on in
ray, North 12th Street. the evening she says, "A diet pip would taste good."
Murray Country Club.
Note change in place None of us is diabetic, so we don't ordinarily have those
things on hand for ourselves.
Events at Land Bet- from first announcement.
Bo you think I should purchase these special low-cal,
sugar-free items for her vikits, when it is obvious from her
size that she's not all that fussy about calories when she's at
home? Thanks.
1100SIER

Methodist Men with
wives as guests will have
a potluck fellowship meal
and program at 6:30 p.m
at Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.

uvit

Weight-Conscious Guest
Adds to Hostess's Load

Coldwoter group meets

Lucille Potts directed
the program on
"Relating Everything"
presented at the meeting
of Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women on Monday. July
19, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church.
The Church Trio composed of Jenna_. Cooper,
Leah Lamb and Trisha
Clark sang "How Great
Thou Art- and ••Cioing To
See The King."
Lorene Wilson read the
scripture from Matthew
5:1-16. Prayer was led by
- Esther Shanklin.
Discussions were given

as follows:
DEAR HOOSIER: In these calorie-conseiats times,
"Size Of A Happier one need not he a diabetic to keep diet drinks and
Person" by Linda Wilson. low-cal food on hand. If it doesn't work a hardship on
-The Larger Prayer" your budget, it would he generous of you to accomby Elizabeth Haneline, modate your frequent visitor. But either do it gra"On Being Education inriously or not at all. 'f our resentment would he hard
the Bible" by Helento conceal.
Smith.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-yearold !nal,;Ind my problem is
'Great Quest ionsm y voice. It is still very high-pitched. and I sound like a girl.
About Possessions" by When I answer the telephone, I ha., been asked,"Is your
lu.iband h -imer
Jane Lamb.
mother
I have heard
"Fails We Succeed" by When I call a girl, and her moth
n the background,"Who is it?" Then the iother says;"It's
Nancy Haneline
Refreshments were.'"' girl"!
I am developing a complex over thus. It toy voice doesn't
served by Mrs. Potts to
pretty soon,should I see some kiwi of doctor'? Maybe
eight members and two.hange
am missing some hormones I'l,' 1SF help me.
visitors.
q'NliS LIKE A GIRL
The next meeting will
be Monday, Aug. 2, at DEAR SOUNDS: You're On the right track. An
7:30 p.m. at the church. ?ndocrinologist can determine whether you have a
isy
--- ---ti4tormone deficiency — and if so, the deficiency can be

..1 Shop to Remember'

PGNE 9ITTS

The Shon)case
7534541

121 asiess•

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

Friday
Saturday
Only
Hwy. 641 N.
4kS

•

DEAR Amy: I

was recenlb,, gt% it A H•autiful bridal
;,6hower. My question is this. Is it ueeessars 1,; send thankrand brought
ou notes to everyone who attend,',) Ow
atui sincerely.
;ft gift'? I thanked them all at the sho4ver
sblissi•rhut
the
did
not
make
it
to
setit
Mv
.1 Several
11 notes because
-)nother•says I should send them (11:10• V,
I hey didn't hear my verbal -thanks x pressed: but it isn't
alto' were there
e• cessary to send Written thank,I,.
I" My fiance thinks I should send a wror,o th.mk,yon mite,
people there,
ko everyone who attended. Abby,
tl,e wedding only
!And I have so much to do these d.tws
the
expen,
i•
ot
away!
Also,
there's
postage and
weeks
pax
stationery. I think a verbal thank•you is enough.
gifts after
"j'; Fwill send out thank-you notes fir
pettple for their
/the wedding. Would it be all right to
;yishower gifts and wedding giftsin the sail,' w.te? That way I
,
' Could kill two birds with one stone.
11I'SY 111{11)1-:

DEMI BUSY: K you want to "kill" two birds —
,clon't use a stone, Use 'a pen and write two note. A
verbal-thank-you is better than tit/thing. But to be
44,absolutely proper, send a written thank-you note for
(every shower gift received. MOO for your wedding
gifts. .
And by the way, since it's your fiance's wedding
too,
there's no reason why he ean't pitch in and help
Adjoining Wiggins Furniture
write those notes.

SALE EXTENDED DUE TO DELAY IN GRAND OPENING

MICHELSON JEWELERS SAYS,
MUKYt
ry
ra
.

Gooco

DYE50%
Murray,
Ky.

TO THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

50%
OFF

Yes, August 1st, 1982 we'll be moving to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in Murray
& we're going out with a bang...
HUFtRY
we'd rather sell our inventory
FOR BEST
Clusters, Solitaires, Bridal Sets
than move it !!!
SELECTIONS!
Wedding Bands, Cocktail Rings,
AT LEAST...
Sapphire 8, Rubies With Diamonds
Pendents & Diamond Earrings!!!

ALL DIAMONDS

OFF

ALL 14K. CHAINS,
CHARMS & BRACELETS!!!

•
OFF

•

sr*

OFF

OFF
STOREWIDE

ALL ASSORTED JEWELRY
14K Earrings Fashion Jewelry
Key Chains Necklaces
Krementz Fine Jewelry
&Arl Carved
Wedding Bands

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES
Seiko...Citizens...
Whittenauer...

"NOTHING HELD BACK"s ALL BANK CARDS ACCEPTED
A *90 DAY CHARGES(50% DOWN)090 DAY LAYAWAY(20% DOWN)

0,146
to-

MICHELSON JEWELERS
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY
OPEN DAILY1000 TIL 600 FRIDAY NIGHT TIL BOC

BUY NOW
FOR ALL FUTURE
GIFT OCCASIONS

2
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May and Mork -Anthony vows said
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Miss Kathryn larraine
May and Michael
Richard Mark-Anthony
were married Saturday.
June 12, at St Mary's
Episcopal Church, Anchorage, Alaska.
The Rev. Charles Eddy
officiated at the
candlelight, double ring
ceremony.
Parents of the bride are
Dr. Charles R. May of
Murray and Mrs. Sandra
A. Burgess of Seward,
Alaska.
The groom is the son of
Leo and Beverly MarkAnthony of Anchorage.
Karen Neiland of
Valdez, Alaska, was her
cousin's matron of honor.
Also attending the bride
were Lisa Ernst . of
Seward, Carol McClain of
Fairbanks, Alaska, and
Gina Ottinger, Anchorage.
Michelle Dodge,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Dodge, was
flower girl.
Dale Russell of Glenflatten, Alaska, was best
man.
Groomsmen were Glen
Wilco4, Greg Johnson,
and Don Mark-Anthony,
brother of the groom.
Ushers were Randy
May, Murray, brother of
the bride, and Robert
Mark-Anthony. brother of
the groom.
Reception
A reception followed at
the Rabbit Creek Inn.
The bride is a 1978

iii

Mr and Mrs Michael Richard Mork -Anthony
graduate of Murray High banks.
School. She is studying
The groom is a 1975
chemistry at the Univer- graduate of East Ansity of Alaska, Fair- chorage High School, He.

received his bachelor's
degree in mining
engineering in 1979 and
his master's degree in
mining engineering in
1982, both from UAF.
Following a wedding
trip to Hawaii, the couple
Mc- is residing in Anchorage.

McCuiston home scene of program
Mary Ann McCuiston
opened her home for the
July meeting of the Northside Baptist Women of
Northside Baptist
Church.
A report of her trip to
Ridgecrest Baptist

Assembly, Ridgecrest, served by Mrs.
N.C., was presented by Cuiston.
Anne Salmon.
Also present were Judy
Plans were made for a Jones and Rita Balentine.
bridal shower honoring
The August meeting
Jeff and I.ori.
will be in the home of
Refreshments were Jean Hamilton.

Ham.•$ ti)ovr.on

LOCAL GIRL VISITS JAPAN — Julie Billington, pictured third from left,
cheered the University of Kentucky Basketball team on the victory' with her
other cheerleaders. They spent 4,
-.e weeks in the Far East with the Kirin World
Basketball Tournament. The University of Kentucky Basketball Team won the
tourney.

"When you go to Florida, you
know what to expect; but when
you are making your first trip to
the Far East, you don't know exactly what is in store for you."
says Julie Billington. Julie just
recently returned from a 4'2
weeks' trip with the University of
Kentucky cheerleaders, basketball team and coaches to the
Orient.
Her fabulous trip was sponsored
by Kirin World Basketball, and as
most of you know, the University
of Kentucky basketball team won
the tournament. The Japanese
Brewing Company sponsored the
tourney to promote basketball in
Japan.
Most Japanese love baseball,
but know very little about basketball. Their team did have a 7 ft. 6
inch player, the tallest man from
Japan to ever play basketball.
Julie and the cheerleaders, who
incidently must keep up a higher
than average grade point, did
their dance routines in cities all
over Japan..They flew 15,000 air
miles to Tokyo, Nagoya,
Yokahoma, Kyoto, Akita and Sap-

port). where the Winter Olympic s
were held Between games the
girls and the entire group toured
the country, seeing the beautiful
old shrines, museums, eating the
local Japanese food and talking
with the friendly people.
Julie Oven had time to do a little
shopping for her family, Joni,
Ted, Claudia and Cheryl. She
bought pieces of ivory. pearls and
cloisonne.
In every city they toured, the
red carpet was rolled out for
them. These UK cheerleaders
from Murray, Lexington.
Louisville and Williamsburg.
W.Va., were delightful, attractive
diplomats for the U.S.A.
Besides the evident cultural advantage of living in the Far East
for a month, Julie adds another
plus for the trip. She said in their
more relaxed atmosphere of a
vacation and playing basketball.
the grew to appreciate and
anderstand Coach Joe B. Hall. She
said the relaxed atmosphere
enabled the players to play better
and also have,a good time. Coach
Hall. maybe Y-ou should take note

of this! !
This artir ulate. attra,
young woman is now gc,•
ready- to leave for her job with t'
Universal Cheerleader's Association for the summer. This fall
Julie. a junior at the University' of
Kentucky, will return to Lev
ington. jump into•football s.•:,
with the rest of the Cheerleadci
As you can imagine:. the e..'
U.K cheerleading• squad is es, .
about the new football c, :
Jerry Claiborne, and they are h.q.
ing for a good season.
. Not only will Julie. be doing het
cheerleading duties, she will b.•
active in her Kippa Kappa I;,
ma Sorority and also workir., • •
her marketing and foreigr.
language major. Julie would really like to work after graduation ort
an international level.
In
special way of puttine
things she said there is so much
she wants to see and do, and so
many people she wants to get to
know. She has many plans and
dreams in her head. and I've a
feeling she .4-11 make them come.
true. •
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Think Begley's for

Quarter lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

$20'6

14 Lb. Box

Frosty Acres

T

Savings
Saler,. - i.,

533
20 lb. $ 1

School Glee

#4.

629

Wallace

Pencils
...s-Sage a. 8 vends
vs 2 doges. oaf es•t..
,arl WOW.

20 lb 5 1 533

Frosty Acres

Black Eye Peas

Notebook
$15”

59,c
79!
s149

Tylenol

TiCE NOL

$269
.Gaviscon
Antacid Tani,
•Rs. mkt. of .•••• • •

$499

t
ki
v
Belles s

One Daily

$399

plus Iron
CME6t

ORM
".11'4741
I snow

INSOMEM
Colgate

2 $1 00
for II

V,t8r,n5
Ion

M1.1,11POP

a

Co...... •Assr•na B PCEB.8250
Sok as, Et **am IIC-MM 0' MI5

lob

Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra
Frosty Acres White
Potatoes

99c.

Lanohn Enriched
The od••owe smaller,, male asoscs.P..,
be. as .1 Soma de aus soh *moot, ano
froon •-tatax

Eimer s

:a4,00,•,
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Frosty Acres

Butter Peas

Save Money with
Begley Products
&WWI's

1

44 Quart Box of 20

Health Care

Baby Oil

Frosty Acres

20 lbs. $ 1

Nandi Bag
Mitcham Cam Garb/ape Das

$989

,r,,IN- T kw Sol0 WEIS

11.1

Peas
Crowder Peas

Shampoo
4svua. or ER0a Bodv
Se,•esssong s0amo00
44.aosstat0aa• cban. ma 'Das
•0"O41 dr,ong m• ends
15 os

•ato, .o. you,

20 lb. $1 759

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

20

RolcOs
AntsPerspeant
Nor,
8
,
1•4‘..1...
,
%pub, Uswarted
su

Kiddie Scissors

..

Baby Limas

CAM &ICS

50

Silkience

Tasty Time & Energy Savers

MiNe
.
:2PLY
4m'DAIL KITCHEN -•:••

& Dri $1 49

DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM
THE BANK OF MURRAY

20 lb

Trapper
Keeper

$1 6'°

$399

Times

Colgate

Alarm Clock

Post loin:,

4:11m
20 lb.

5229

Plus Many More Varieties Of Vegetables

225 To 300 Lbs.

cut & Wrapped Free

Is., ••40 lassrs ^•^,s,•
see teen.031 Wsor

Memo Cube
Vs.

Choice Sides Of Beef
lb.

$ i 37

$5f9

tons

Texas Instrurne,

Construction Paper

LCD S Function

Phone Your Orders In

Cakulator

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON- HAM CO.
Phone 753 1601
5 34 St

*39,e95.6.

soe

SEME-WORKMAN

'07

Bonnne Belli,
Te
-0-5

e

504111,7 00 S 00 oleo In

We Auept heel
St"1111

Only Federal Inspected Meat Mori,et In Miirtay .
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Computers
talk back

•

We've got them covered
with back-to-school savings.
on Superwear m, and more!

Chi

LOS ANGELES iAPi
-- It used to be you could
get the last word when
talking to computers.
Now they fight back.
A Westwood company.
has created a disc titled
"Abuse," which has a
memory that includes
about 5 million insults to
allow the computer to
match put-downs tit for
tat.
Co-inventor Randy
Simons, a 29-year-old
physicist, said he got the
idea in college "when
people would type
obscenities into computers and they I computers
would answer
with some thing like,'Error No. 107, the machine
equivalent of'Huh?"
Asked to offend
Simons' computer, one
doubting Thomas came
up with. "May George
Plimpton refuse to endorse your product."
Computer
Why don't
you moon a flock of
'geese?"
Human: "Very funny,
John Carson-eyes."
Computer;'"It's easy to
la-ugh when you're
stupid.,
The program
understands swear
words, but it doesn't cuss
back — no matter how extreme the provocation.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 30,1982
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
!Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 dr
It will be difficult to finalize
travel plans now. Complications in the life of a companion
may necessitate some
changes.
TAURUS
!Apr. 20 to May 20) dAi?
Don't loan money to a coworker. Though domestic interests are favored, aggravations regarding money or the
job are possible.
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20)
Arguing over where to
spend a nice time together can
spoil things. Give and take will
lead to happiness. Compromise.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Domestic worries can interfere with your concentra(ion at work. This would be unfortunate, as new career
chances come now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) faifg
You may cover up your hurt
feelings and argue about an
entirely different subject. Be
honest with yourself and
others.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Avoid hasty purchases, or
you may find yourself returning an item. Some company
may arrive at an inopportune
time, but remain calm.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to oct. 221 —
You're easily upset by little
things now. If you get angry,
communications with others
will break down. Rise above
trifles.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
A bill you've forgotten may
come to your attention. You'll
improve your position at work
now, but your cash outlay may
be heavy.
are
#
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 211 ^
but
favored,
Travel is
arguments with friends are
likely. You may feel that
you're unfairly being put in a
corner by another.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 191
" Though you'll find ways to
improve overall security,
higher-ups need to be handled
with tact. Avoid surreptitious

1

u09-

np

RUFFLES AND PLEATS,
AT 20% OFF.
Ruffles on top. Pleats on the bottom. A look
the girls will love. And Mom will love the
prices. Poly cotton blouse in a great choice
of prints or solids. Sitting pretty atop our
.pleated full circle skirt. Wool poly acrylic in
plaids Or solids. For girls. sizes 7(0 14.
Reg.
Sale
Ruffle blouse
$11
8.80
Pleated skirt .
$13 10.40

BOYS' BRIEFS IN 3-PACKS,
SALE 3.59 AND 3.99

SUPERWEAR SALE.
SAVE ON THEIR FAVORITES.

Back-to-school time is the perfect time to
stock up on these boys basics At 20°. off.
Poly cotton briefs that keep him comfortable.
and stay white through lots of washings. In
packages of three
Reg
Sale
Sizes 2 to 7
4.49
3,59
Sizes 8 to 20
4 99
3.99

Superwear tops and rough, tough Super
Denim jeans can take everything a kid
hands out. And more! Well-behaved blends
of Dacron polyester cotton. In a rainbow of
kid-pleasing colors.
Sale
Reg
Big boys top .
10.00
7.99
Big boys. jean
10 00
7.99
Little boys' top .
4.99
6 50
Little boys' jean
6.99
8 00
Little girls' top
4.99
7 00
Little girls' jean
.
7.99
11.00
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

This is your new JCPenney in Chestnut Hills.
g9
' • IOW J C Penney Comps., Inc

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080

Monday thru Saturday 10:00 am to 9:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 to 5:00 pm

AQUARIUS
belavior
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
If you feel victim to
another's ulterior motives,
you'll speak your mind. Protect your own interests
without antagonizing others.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.201
It's not time to mix business
and cocktails, yet you can expect career progress through
usual methods. Refrain from
arguments

)(Cr.
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Church schedules revival services
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Senator supports supplemental benefits

Spring Creek Baptist song leader with Wynon- Peeler, Tuesday. Mr
Church, located six miles na Brim] as pianist and Sherman Borders.
north of Murray off Dwane Junes as organist. Wednesday, Ricky
Special music will be Clendenen, Thursday.
Penny-Airport Road, will
have revival services by'rla Watson,Sunday and Grace Baptist
starting Sunday, Aug. 1, morning, Sue I.yles and Church Choir, Friday.
The pastor, the Rev.
and continuing through Jackie Hill, Sunday evening, Sheila and Laney Randolph Allen, invites
Friday, Aug.6.
The Rev. Gary F'rizzell, Howell, Monday, Leland the public to attend.
pastor of Northside Baptist Church, Mas fic1/1

who have exhausted their
basic 39 weeks of jobless
benefits would be eligible
to receive unemployment
compensation for 13 additional weeks
Levin said that this -is
not an unprecedented
solution. In the 1970s, a
similar program was instituted twice - in 1971
and 1974. If there is any
difference between now
and then, it is one which
argues that the current
need for supplemental
unemployment benefits is
even greater....
"These people who
have exhausted their
Levin made his com- benefits are looking at a
ments in testimony bleak future, certainly in
prepared for delivery to- the near term," he said.
day to the Senate Finance
"It is totally right that
Committee, which is con- government offer them a
sidering legislation by hand to keep their lives
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D- intact.., when federal
W.Va., to reinstate a sup- policies helped to create
plemental benefits pro- the unemployment in the
gram.
first place and when curUnder the bill, people rent national policies On-

WASHINGTON / Al')Congress provided supplemental benefits to the
jobless during the recessions of 1971 and 1974 and
should do so again this
year, a senator from
Michigan, the state with
the highest unemployment,said today.
"My state is bleeding,"
said Democrat Carl
Levin. "The auto workers
are bleeding, the
steelworkers are
bleeding, the people who
work in small business,
the lumber mills, the
housing industry - all
are Weeding,"

Homecoming services slated
at New Concord church
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United Pentecostal
Church of New Concord
will have homecoming
services on Friday and
Saturday. July 30 and 31,
at 7 p.m. on Sunday, Aug.
1, at 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
The Rev. Billy Joe
Lewis of Eastern Kentucky will be the speaker.
He is a graduate of Berea
College and was a public
Rev. Gary Frizzell
school teacher prior to
will bespeaker attheser- entering full time
vices at 7:30 each even- ministry.
On Sunday afternoon
ing.
' Dwight Brinn will be The Apostolic Trio of

)ry funny,
es."
A's easy to
you're

igram
s swear
(esn't cuss
er how ex)cation.

Rev. Lewis, also a
musician and singer, will
be singing at each of the
services.
The church is located
on Highway 444 in New
Concord. The Rev. James
H. Cain, pastor, invites
the public to attend.
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Cade A Chicken
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1
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Boneless lop Sirloin
S729
Lb

Barbeque

BEEF

STEAK .
Sirloin lip
ROAST

$329
lb

DAIRY

PRODUCE

Sirloin rip

Owen 's Best Whole Barbeque

Lb.

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

MEATS

CHICKEN
9 Piece fried Chicken Whole
CHICKEN
Oeli Corned
BEEF
Deli Roast
BEEF.
Baby Swiss
CHEESE
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PEAS
Hyde Park Ice Cream

moie

511g kan Car:
I
PORK-N-BEANS

PRESERVES

1,49c
89c

PLATES

EADDIE

Heinz romato

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco. Dairy
.4 Chicken Special

Mew Carnation Trail Mit
AR Flavors

BRIGUITS
TUNA

NEW STORE HRS
Mon Thus
8-1
Ert & Sat. 8-8

69

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
8 Chicken Special

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
& Chicken Special

• Hyde Park Charcoal
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COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
For Transportation Call:
489-2212 328-8080 247-6314
435-4276 345-2635

MEAL
CORN MEAL MIX

1

for Vacation Bible School
(Ages: Nursery-11 yrs.)
Aug. 2-6 9 a.m.-11 a.m.

All Three
With $45.00
Order

Martha White or
Sunflower Self Rising

Jumbo
Roll

Wake

ha usted their extended
benefits, which provided
coverage for weeks 26
through 39 of unernployment.
Nationally, he said.
134,000 people exhausted
their benefits in May, an
increase of 41 percent
over May 1981.

WANTED: Children

Revival services will be
at the Faith Baptist
Church, located north of
Hazel, starting Sunday,
Aug. 1, and continuing
through Sunday. Aug. 8.
The Rev. Jerry Raley
will be the speaker. Services will be at 6:30 p.m.
on Sunday and at 7 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday.
The pastor, the Rev.
J.D. Kimbro, and the
church invite the-public
to attend.

Both with
S30.00 Order
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AN 30,1982
will tomorut what the
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Revival services
set at church

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town.

Bounty Paper

3

recession," said l,ein .
whose state has a 14 3percent rate
-People in Michigan
have endured over 30consecutive months of double
digit unemployment," he
said, adding that since
January more than 10,000
constituents have ex-

/colginowie
Alr...3richit

Prices Good
7-29 Thru 8-4

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
S15.00 Order

vidual
;ope

Dawson Springs will be
the'featured singers. This
trio has bee on two longplay gospel albums and
have had several years
experience in singing
gospel music.

sciously accept
unemployment as a
weapon against inflation," Levin said.
'The tragic fact is that
the unemployment rate in
Michigan has to drop
almost five percentage
points before it 'improves' enough to match
the level of the national

$329
lb

lb $129
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Tigers select foursome
to captain '82 gridders

TIGER CAPTAINS - Three seniors and a junior
were selected this week to captain the Murray High
School football squad during the 1982 season. i From
left) Mark Boggess, the only junior, David Mc-

Cuiston, Steve McDougal and John Purdom were
all All-Conference selections on last year's 6-5 MHS
team which finished runnerup to Russellville in the
district.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Four Murray High football captains were
selected by their peers,
Wednesday, and Tiger
coach Tim English
couldn't be happier with
the choices.
"They're all fine young
men with definite leadership abilities. They'll
serve as a liaison between the coaches and the
players to help communications and they'll
be our coaching representatives during the
games," English said.
The four selections, one
junior and three seniors,
include four All Conference players off
last year's 6-5 'district
runnerup team.
All-Conference guard
John Purdom, who was
also an All -State
honorable mention, will
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since July 19, says he is
pleased with the team's
progress and especially
the enthusiasm which is
growing and still tolling
along.
One of the reasons for
the enthusiasm has been
the responsible attitudes
of the seniors, English
said.
"We try to keep
everybody fired up."
McDougal explained.
"The change of coaches
kind of scared everybody
at first, but everything's
working out now."
- Yeah," Purdom
echoed,"We're becoming
a disciplined team. They
'English and staff)
believe in discipline and
they're pretty tough."
Tough, but good. McCuiston added. "We're
going .. to be ready for
anything. We're going to
have a good team this
year."
English says the Tigers
are "intelligent and like
to hit."
"The players are as
good as any situation I've
ever been in," English

Eimmoommemull
4/
410

r Lass•We! Mart Sells tor Less•Wet Ma

Johns

T1
admitted. "Right now our
defense has come along
the most, but that's the
way it always is. Defense
is reaction football and
that's the way we like to.
play it. We're going to lay
back the ears, lock our
jaws and come at ya.••
While several community members have
already met the new
coach and his staff, a
welcoming party has
been scheduled for Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Tiger practice field adjacent to the high school.
Watermelon will be served free to the public and
the coaches will be
available for comments
at the informal gathering.
The event, called
"Meet the Coaches
Night," will be sponsored
by the Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club.
Coaching the Tigers
this season will be
English, his _ brother
Jerry English, Kent
Barnes, David Gallagher
and Gary Crum,formerly
with Murray State.

those. And I want to.
enough's enough.'
"I took a lot of pictures There's still a lot of fun to
and did a lot of work last be had this year."
week. I feel a lot better
Kite, who led the tour in
about the way I'm play- both money-winnings and
ing now. And it's a good stroke average last
tune to be feeling good season, again leads in
70.19)
stroke average
about your game.
"We've got some im- and is third in moneyportant weeks coming up winnings.
here. Tom Watson's proWith Masters chainbably got Player of the
Year wrapped up, but pion Craig Stadler and
there's still the Vardon Watson - the men who
Trophy for the low scor- lead him on the moneying average) and leading winning list - absent
'money-winner. I've got a from the field for the
chance to win both of $425,000 Canadian Open,
Kite has an excellent
apip
chance to move up this
week. Stadler leads with
$:319,976. Kite has $262,357
and this national championship offers $76,500 to
the winner.
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you make the most of
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas
Community opportuninea. Special attraci
bons_ Lots of tips to save you time and
money. '
Plus a basket of gifts for your family
I'll be listening for your call.
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By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
OAKVILLE, Ont. !AP
- Tom Kite, golf's Mr.
Consistency, missed the
.cut for the final round at
the British Open.
"It's kind of like that
after-shave commercial," Kite said. "You
know, 'Thanks, I needed
that.'
"I'd been working my
way into some swing problems for some time, and
they just caught up with
me. I went home after the
British and said, 'OK,

1
111
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tom Sear
periencinj
worst see
can accel
after so m

Golf's Mr. Consistency
aims for Canadian title

Carefree
Panty Shields I

Carefree

mminii
i 1
li L
56
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be parking his 5-11, 210pound frame in both offensive guard arid defensive noseguard positions
this season
Purdom was also a golf
letterman this season for
the 'fiats.
Steve McDougal.
another 200-plus pounder.
will see action at fullback
and linebacker.
McDougal also lettered
in track.
David McCuiston, last
year's Tiger quarterback, will be switching to
tailback in English's new
offensive system and will
possibly see defensive
backfield duties as well.
McCuiston was a vital
sixth man on the Tiger
basketball. squad wich
was runnerup to Marshall
County in the district.
Mark Boggess, the only
Junior among the foursome, has been dubbed
"Mr. Everything" by his
teammates for his allsports abilities. Boggess
saw time at quarterback
last year as a sophomore
when McCuiston was injured and he'll be a top
candidate for the signal
duties this year. He was a
regular member of the
defensive backfield
which set a new school interception record last
season.
Boggess also placed second in the state as a
high-jumper, plus he was
the Tigers' centerfielder
in baseball and a basketball team member.
English, who has had
the Tigers- practicing

PURINA
CHOWS

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag &
Bulk Feeds
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

Se•

Kite, however, has major opposition in the 72hole chase that got
started today on the hilly,
7,060-yard Glen Abbey
Golf Club course in the
Toronto suburbs.
Chief among the contenders is Jack Nicklaus,.
who needs this title to fill
in a rare blank spot in his
career record.

CCHS
tennis
clinics .
scheduled
Two tennis clinics are
being offered in August
on the new six-court tennis complex at Calloway
County High School.
CCHS tennis coach
Danny Claiborne and Sue
Outland will be instructing the two sessions Aug. 4-,and 11-13.
The first session will be
for children in grades 1-4
and will run each day
from 8:30 a.m. until 11:30
a.m. The second session
will be for players in
grades 5-12 and will run
at the same time as the
first session.
Both sessions cost $30
per person with a 30person limit on each session. Preregistration is
required and can be obtained by calling either
753-3033 or 759-1484.
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Seaver accepts 4-10 after 14-2 year
HOUSTON t API loin Seaver, who is experiencing one of his
worst seasons, says he
can accept a bad season
after so many good ones.

Seaver has had a
strained thigh, the flu, a
shoulder injury and a
badly bruised toe so far
this season. His earned
run average is 5.46.

"I think I'm getting
"It's been rough at
there. I think I'm able to
times," Seaver said
deal with it, deal with the
Wednesday. "But you
flu, the toe, everything,"
have to tell yourself that
he said.
v:ou're not excused from
Reds President Dick
adversity. For me to quit
on a season like this Wagner said that comwould be silly. I think I ment sounds like Seaver.
-He's not a quitter.
ran I return I."

He's a very competitive
guy. You've got to think
when he's struggling as a
pitcher it's eating him
alive," Wagner said.
"You know what he
always kept telling me?"
pitching coach Bill
Fischer said. "He says
'I've had so many good
years that I can accept it,
I can understand having
a bad year. You've got to
take the bad with the
good and I've had more
good than bad."
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Sea%er ,aid
seaver's record this
ear is 4-10. He finished shoulder did not bother
him, and that the bruised
last season at 14-2.
toe did not appear to
"He's handled it very
make him change his pitwell," Fischer said. "He
ching motion_
hasn't turned into a
Physically, I tht
grump or a grouch."
he's come to grips
On Wednesday, Seaver
he's not what he used t•
tested his pitching.
be,•• Van Gorder said
"He threw harder to- -But he's always trying
day than he's thrown to think of things to get
since I've been here." by I don't mean gimsaid catcher Dave Van mick s. I mean
Gorder, who joined the mechanical things, moving the ball around.
club two months ago.
"He still goes primarily
with the fastball. but he
moves it around so well it's hard to say that he's
moving the ball around
well when he hasn't done
that well
but I don't
end of this year, said he think he's done that poorplans no wholesale ly. He hasn't had a lot of
breaks," the catcher addchanges.
"One of the main things ed.
Yan Gorder said he
we have to do is evaluate
the team's personnel and fears Seaver's selfstill try to win as many confidence has suffered.
"In the past, when he's
games as possible," he
said. "I never saw a thing thrown fastballs by hitthat Zimmy did that I ters, he believed he could
thought was wrong. I do it," the catcher said.
have no magic wand to "Now he's sort of secondguessing himself. A lot of
wave."
Asked why he picked times he'll double pump
Johnson as interim or step off, throw a pitch
manager, Chiles snap- and say he's not coinped, "That's my fortable.
"He always wants to
business," and left the
know what certain pitroom.
ches do, what part of the
bat the hitter hits it with.
He's such a perfectionist
that, to a point, it might
be harming him now."
Wagner said he is confident Seaver can pitch
ed a home stand with a 9-3 well again.
record and moved 15
"He works hard. He's
games over .500 at 57-12.
all business. He responds
Whitey Herzog, the St. well to things. I know two
Louis manager, pointed years ago he was really
out that his club had down and it wouldn't
started the stand at home have taken a lot for him
with an umimposing to give it up. But he
Busch Stadium record of bounced back," Wagner
22-18.
said.
"We were only four
games over .500," Herzog
said. "We really should
have a good ballclub in
this park. This was our
best home stand of the
year."

Texas names 11th manager
By JOE STROOP
AP Sports Writer
ARLINGTON, Texas
AP ) - Darrell Johnson
is the Texas Rangers'
11th manager in 11
seasons.
on Zimmer,
the man he replaced, still
does not understand why
he was fired.
Zimmer's job ended
Wednesday night after
Texas lost 3-2 to the
Milwaukee Brewers. His
team compiled a 38-58
record, third-worst in the
major leagues.
He had known since
Monday he was being

tired but. in a move Zimmer said was unprecedented during his 33
years in baseball, majority owner Eddie Chiles
asked him to continue to
run the team through
Wednesday's game.
Chiles said Zimmer
was not fired be'Cause of
the Rangers' pitiful play
but because of
••something personal"
that Chiles,refused to explain.
Rumors of the firing
began circulating Monday but Chiles - who had
discussed his decision

with Zimmer Mondav
denied the reports as late
as Tuesday night, calling
them unfounded.
Zimmer, sitting beside
Chileg during Wednesday
night's announcement of
his firing, was asked if he
understood the move.
"No. Hell, no," he said.
"He t Chiles says he
understands, but I 'don't."
"Don didn't do
anything wrong," Chiles
said. "He's my friend,
and I hope. I'm his
friend." •
Johnson, who has no
guarantees beyond the

Andujar benched for two pitches,
Cards rally to beat Mets anyway
ST. LOUIS 1 AP - Absent as a part of a St.
Louis Cardinals triumph
was Joaquin Andujar, the
National League club's
top right-hander, at the
finish.
"He didn't throw bad,
he just made two bad pitches," said Lonnie Smith
in respect to Andujar's
exit Wednesday night
ahead of a 7-5 come-frombehind victory over the
New York Mets. "Both of
them hurt him."
Andujar departed in
the seventh following
home runs by Dave
Kingman and John
Stearns and later served
as the object of his teammates' good-natured
barbs.
"It's a bird! It's a
plane! It's Joaquin's
fastball ... faster than a
speeding bullet!" yelled
third baseman Ken
Oberkfell in keeping with
the clubhouse's merriment. "It jumps over the
fence on a single
bounce!"
Andujar, who earlier in
the year was frequently
victimized by St. Louis
non-support, accepted the
turnabout evenly.
"That's his first home
run off me in seven
years." the Cards hurler
said in reference to a two
run blast by Kingman in
the New York sixth. "He
never hit me hard. If you
tlirow the pitch low and
away, he'll kill you."
Kingman's home run
was his 26th, reviving the
Mets after St. Louis
jumped in front 4-0 during
the first three innings.
The mammoth blow to
• straightaway center narrowed the Cards' gap to 43. An inning later.
Stearns' solo clout
manufactured a 4-4 tie.
Andujar, who started the
night with a 2.44 earned
run average, left after
Hubie Brooks singled and
Wally Backman doubled
to give New York a 5-4
edge.
As luck would have it,
however, St. Louis was
far from finished.
Tommy Herr singled
with one out in the bottom
of the seventh. Smith next
tripled Herr home and
scored on George Hendrick's bloop double down

Oakland
request
rejected
SAN FRANCISCo
AP) - The city of
Oakland's request to
block the move of the
Raiders football team to
Los Angeles was once
again rejected by the
California Supreme
Court.
In a brief order, the
court denied the 'city's
petition for a stay or in
junctivirelief.

the right-field line. An insurance run scored When
Ozzie Smith Walked in the
same inning with the
bases full.
-We're capable of coming from behind," said
Lonnie Smith in the wake
of the Cards' sixth
straight victory, keeping
them a game ahead of the
Philadelphia Phillies in
the NI,East.
"It's hard to keep scoring runs when you're giving up runs," Smith said,
however."We almost lost

a game on just two bad
pitches; that's the way I
feel. When we give up
home runs, that's the way
we usually put ourselves
in trouble."
As a mound suecessor
to Andujar, rookie Jeff
Keener, 1-1, picked up his
first major league
triumph with relief help
from Bruce Sutter, who
recorded his 21st save.
Ed Lynch, 1-4, the second of four Mets pitchers, was charged with
the defeat. St. Louis clos-

Station
44
641111ips Hendon's Service
66
Where Good Service IS 42 Year
Family Tradition"

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We Do Generol Wei lepoir•Tone ops•Broliet•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Fosters Otirisisa
WI Pct GB
57 40
Milwaukee
5111
57 41
Boston
302
hi 41
Baltimore
518
2
7
Nes York
516
49 46
515
7
50 47
Detroit
47 48
495
9
Cleveland
46 52
ToroMo
469 11'
Warm Dirks
California
566
56 43
53 44
Kansas Cits
546
2
51 411
Seattle
515
5
6
49 48
Clurago
505
Oakland
406 16
41 60
38 51
Texas
396 16.2
54 66
Minnesota
340 22.,
Wedrwir's Garr
Seattle 6. Minnesota 2
Boston 9. Tamale 7
Baltimore 2, Chicago 1
ileveland 4, Kansas CIO 2
Sew York I. Detrott 7
Milwaukee 3. Texas 2
California 13, Oakland 1
Therapy's Grass
Cleveland
Basher 10-6
at
Milwaukee , Yuckovich 11.41 n
Boston . Rausey 5-3, at Chicago
lamp 7.51. , n1
Baltimore '0 Martinet 10-71 at Kansas City-,Batellso ,, It,,
Sesttle Moore 5-7 at California
, Watt-3i. ni
Minnesota Hamm 74.1 at Oakland
I angford 7.80.in
Only gamesscheduled
PridarsGsras
Detre al Toronto. n
Carrara at Mileasker'i n
Baba at Chicago.
Brandsat'Camas Criy. in,
Neer York al Tessa in
Seediest California.
Minnesota st Oakland.
BAITING 1210 at bats , Yount.
Milwaukee.
W Wilson
on Kansas CI
tv .138. Hrbek. Mviriesota. 327 Harrah . Cies eland. 326. Gantner.
Milwaukee..3
SINS R Henderson. Oakland, /5.
Molitor. Milwaukee. 75. Harrah,
Cleveland. 73, Evans. 16064,o,. -70:
Yount. Milwaukee, 70
RBI
McRae, Kansas City. 19.
Cooper, Milwaukee. 74. Thornton,
Cleveland. 72. losinski. Chicago. 70,
Yount Milwaukee.68

Tennis

NATIONAL LEAGUE
irides Crirso
L Pet GB
576
57 42
St I pat
517
I
55 42
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
s' 44
531
4"
531
5
51 06
Montreal
44 54
New York
449 12.,
40 CS
392 la.
Chicago
Waders Direr
GO 37
Atlanta
619
53 41
San Diego
535
IonAngeles
515 10
52 49
San I. ranrssco 41 52
41111 13
Houston
43 54
413 17
Cincinnati
374 24
37 62
WeIrsday's Genus
Montreal S. Oswego 3
Philadelphia 4. Pittsburgh 3
Atlanta 8, San Osseo6
Houston t ('In, mnati 2
St lows 7 %au ork
San Francisco 6 Ion Angeles 2
Thersisys Garr
• 'St laws Forsoh 10-5, at Montreal
n
Parer
Pitieborgh Robinson 11-5 or so.
York iSsaa 5.3 n
Chicago I Bed 640 i at Philadelphia
laystrogn 2-2 is
Sao Giro Welsh 5-4. at Atla nta
Xenia 741.101
Cusciamati Pastore 5-9, at Illousi,c
Barrer S-111. n
Only gamesscheduled
Wiry s Garr
Los Meeks at Atlanta 2 t n
Si Louis at Montreal.
San Dodo at Cuusruoti. n
Pittsburgh at New Vol* n
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Sao Francisco at Houston. ,

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J.
I API -- Second-seeded
Raul Ramirez of Mexico,
defeated I9-year-old Todd
Witsken 4-6. 6-3. 6-4, in a
rain-interupted match in
the $125,000 Mutual
Benefit Life Open tennis
championships at the
Orange Lawn Tennis
Club.
The rain caused
postponement of the
match between topseeded Yannick Noah of
France and Ben Testerman and, in the only completed match, Mike Cahill
upset seventh-seeded Alejandro Ganzabal • of
Argentina 6-3, 6-2 in a
second-round match.
RANCHO BERNARDO, Calif. tAPI Top-seeded Tracy Austin
continued to overpower
her opponents in the
$125,000 Wells Fargo
BATTING 210 at bats
Knight. Open tennis tournament,
Houston. 318. Oliver Montreal. 318 downing Beth Herr 6-0, 6Carter, Montreal, 311. landreaux, Los
0,
Angeles. 310, McGee,St Lows. 310
RUNS lo.Srmth. So lotus. 83 MiffThird-seeded Kathy
phy. Atlanta. 74. Dowser. Montreal.69.
beat Brazil's
Sandberg. Chases° 62. Horner Atlan- Jordan
ta.62
Claudia Monteiro 6-1, 5-7,
RBI. Miirphy. Atlanta. 72 Kingman.
New York. 68. Oliver. Montreal 66,.6-2; Fourth-seeded BonHendrick. &Tows, Q. Caner Mon- nie Gadusek scored a 6-2,
treal. 641: Guerrero. los Angeles 64
6-3 victory over Shelley'
Clark,San Franeueo.64
HITS J Ray. Pittsburgh. 1
Solomon; Kate Latham
Krught. Houston, 117, OhVer, Montreal.
116 Buckner. Chicago: 115 Sax ion whipped Jill Davis 7-5, 1Angeles. 113
6 6-3
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RESTAURANT SHOPPERS!
For Your Shopping pleasures the
Golden Corral Has just
issued its Weekly Shopping Guide
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Beef Tips, Rice & Mushroom Gravy
& Our 35 Item Salad Bar
BOTH FOR ONLY

$299

For Dining With Us Between
The Hours Of 3 p.m. & 10 p.m.
'- Everyone with a meal purchase gets a FREE!
35 Item Salad Bar
ov

a
,..Nr U.S.D.A. Choice 5 oz. Sirloin
With Salad Bar
-*

ONLY

ONL

$229

$299

8 oz. Chop Sirloin, Choice of Potato, Texas
'
<7
' Toast, Mushroom Gravy and/or Onions &
-t- Peppers, 35 Item all you can eat Salad Bar.

s4
4)99

His & Her Night
a
$. 2-7 oz. Sirloins, 2-35 Item Salad Bars
4-k
$ Q 59
2 Drinks
/
ONLY
Save Over $2.00
oa
a
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Reg $ 129 95
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Y
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$9995
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Summer evening band concerts back in style

Ladd likes 'Mantrip'character

INEZ, Ky. (API - It
"Then we had to hurry ridors in muddy boots
ILL.1), 101111 ' muted
trumpet .
dier on uncertaui new line at the water tuuntain
wit.i eally was was a big jump --- from through this one passage and hardhats picked up
AP; --- Front and center. -calling to the tin soldiers shoes swaying in tune
to during intermission. from Mason City. Iowa. glamorous gumshoe on and my hat hit one of the some mining talk. One
Colonel Bogey, and atten- to bring down the the melodic march line. Giant
moths in played first flute in "Charlie's Angels" to roof bolts. I was going as eyed the roofbults and
tion, all you Yankee Doo- thundering brass fanfare Lovers cuddling close in mesmerize
d flight Sousa's last big band grimy Kentucky coal fast as I could and it wondered ominously if
dle Dandies.
of the "March of the the silvery starlight sif- around the lamposts. My when just out of high miner in "Mantrip" -- came down
cracked me they were standing under
The bared concert, ab- Toys." Old folks in fold- ting through the arched grandmother
but, says Cheryl Ladd, across the nose. I thought "bad top."
reaching in- school
solutely free, costing up chains fanning canopy of giant elms to her enormous
As
George
M. Cohan well worth the effort.
handbag
I had broken my nose.
They weren't, says Ed
nothing but a summer themselves with card- lightly ruffled by the for the bottle citronella said, "Any tune like
"I like this character,"
of
"Then I got greased," Chafin, the mine's safety
evening, is back in style.
breeze and he ice cream that kept the mosquitoes Yankee Doodle simply Miss Ladd says of the she says. "They covered and training director.
He
Bigger this year, they
vendor almost whisper- at bay.
sets rue off my noodle," woman miner she plays me with grease from was assigned to the
film
say, than drive-in
ing his wares.
The almost universal especially on these lovely in "Mantrap," a movie head to toe. Initiation, by Raymond Bradbury,
movies, and almost as
Small fry crowding the popularity of band music summer evenings. Grab shot here recently for when new members of president of Martin
Councompulsive as video
steps of the circular owes more to America your fold-up chair and do broadcast by CBS in the the mine come in. It's ty Coal, who donated
the
space games. We had one
wooden bandstand, all than its British and Ger- likewise to add some free coining season.
been quite something.
space in hopes of showing
in our town park the other
Victorian curved cor- man origins.
fun to our vacation.
"It has a look, shooting
"The coal miners that safe, up-to-date mining.
evening, and I happily
nices and gingerbread
in the mine," the actress we've been working with
Hardly a man is now
"This is one of the most
happened on several
railings, for a better view alive who can claim to
COVINGTON, Ky. . says. "It's vegislifferent I six are featured in the modern mines that there
starlit oompah recitals on
of the uniformed in- have heard the bands of 1AP I
film,
interesting.
and
And
film)
said
they
wouldn't is," Chafin says. "You
- City commispicturesque village
strumentalists, especial- John Philip Sousa, sioners are considering yet a very simple story." do what I do for a living
will not find a movie or
greens while motoring
ly the virtuoso on the Patrick Sarsfield
The
cast
crew
and
of
for
anything
in the documentary that is
an ordinance that would
recently through Verhuge copper drum. The Gilmore, Edwin Franco charge
"Mantrip"
named
for
world."
a fee for dog
more authentic than this
mont
local wiseacre sucking Goldman, Liberati, the
And, says Miss Ladd, movie,"
licenses for the first time the low-slung cars that
More vividly than an
lemon in the front row Great Creatore and the
transport
miners
who will play Grace Kelly
in the city's history.
••No one," Doniger
old photograph album,
just as the tuba player other famous bandspent in another upcoming TV
Another dog issue to be underground
adds, "has done a
the scene and the sounds
begins his solo. The band- masters saluted by com- decided
four
weeks
in
the
eastern
movie, says, "I don't
soon is the first
modern coal mine that I
brought back my boyhood
master's precision about- poser Meredith Willson in "pooper scooper"
think I could ever be a
or- Kentucky mountains.
know of, showing big
on a fond tide of rememface on incredibly polish- his introductory lyrics to dinance
They
filmed
above- coal miner. I'm a little bit
in
northern
KenHUGH A. MULLIGAN
brance.
ed shoes and snappy -Seventy-Six Tromground scenes around claustrophobic. And I'm machinery at work, haying people know how to
Here was the past in in- board fans donated by salute to acknowledge the bones," the stomping tucky. It calls for fines of Paintsville, then lugged
not terribly fond of rats:$50
to
be
levied
against
operate stuff and make it
stant replay. Fireflies the local funeral parlor , rousing applause that march from his
hit people who do not carry lights, cameras and
The 80-member 20th ••
function during the
lighting up the night in a in cadence with the followed every item on musical -The
Music devices to clean up after sound equipment into a Century-Fox TV cast and
merry- lance of sparks A pulsating tempo. A UXI- the program. The long Man."
large Martin County Coal crew caused a stir inside course of the scene."
their dogs.
Corp. mine at Inez that the mine.
A visitor, real-life
produced 7,000 tons of
Rugged coaldust- miner Sandra Bailey,
Selis
La”•War low( seas for Urn•Wiel Mari Sens for Liras•VV•I Mart Seats for 1,.••s
• aie.
coal a day while they shot covered miners added
says, "It's good for
underground.
pocket cameras to their women to see women
porMiss 1.add plays a equipment belts, in case a
trayed in these jobs.
waitress who goes to star should go by. And
They're like I was. I
work in a mine when her filmmakers tramping
thought all I could do was
father, played by Ned through the dank corbe a waitress."
Beatty, is disabled by the
miner's occupational
disease- black lung.
"When she has to Support her father and her
HARTFORD, Ky.(API from Attorney General
child," Miss Ladd says, - The state attorney
Steven Beshear, who had
"this is the only decent general's office has been
filed suit in February to
wage available." But given 30 days to respond
remove Chambliss
miners harass the young to a charge of selective
because of conflict of inwoman as she tries to prosecution lodged b;a
terest. The suit says that
prove herself.
lawyer representing
Chambliss owns part of
Walter Doniger, the Breckinridge County
trucking firm that confilm's writer, producer Board of Education
and director, says "Man- Chairman Dr. Robert ducts business with the
trip" shows "the men on Chambliss.
school System, and was
the crew learning to acSpecial Circuit Judge also paid by the school
cept her, and she learning Carmol Cook delayed the system for treating
to accept the men. And a case to await the reply students.
mutual trust and respect
Condition Shampoo
finally begins to evolve."
or Condition II
"I relate to her a lot.
Conditioner
being from a small town
•Assorted treatments
myself," says Miss Ladd,
•16 Oz
31, who is from Huron,
S.D. "She's very strong
and has a lot of
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
character.
Clairol
"I think it's good
e
ration and fruits are high in
Frost & Tip Kit
because it's so real. DEAR DR LAMB -- I am potassium
•For the woman who
For example, 100
• There
on a salt, soda and baking
•
are so many powder-free diet and would gm of green peas contain
wants more dramatic
•
women, single mothers, like some information on only 2 mg of sodium Raw
blondness •Umit 2
who are in the job market foods that are high in sodi- cereals are also low in sodiand have to make their um. All of the canned vege- um with only 3 mg in 100 gm
own way and also raise a tables contain salt and I of shredded wheat
0
The role of sodium"- arid
understand that some do in
•
potassium and their food
The role is "much more their natural state. Any sources are included in The
information you can give
Iron Horse
substantial" than the would surely be appreciated Health Letter number 10-12.
1
part she had on
Salt Your Vital Sodium and
•Orange baked
•
DEAR READER - It Potassium Balance. which I
"Charlie's Angels." She
•
would help to know why you am sending you. Others who
enamel finish.
Terrific Savings
replaced Farrah need to restrict sodium.
rolled steel lec5Beverage Insulator
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salt
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"It's been a big unless there is a medical 10019.
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most physically deman- severe salt restriction most troubled with a skin disease
Lo-Arvr
•Distributed
of
red spots, particularly
people
tolerate
can
reasona
ding
thing I've ever
0a421--naaKiriauf2A--done," she says of "Man- able amount of salt and not around my nose and cheeks
2000 'hc
My doctor informs me that
trip." "It's unbelievable be harmed.
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Usual medical problems it is seborrheic dermatitis
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that there is no cure for
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from any cause. In the pres- where in the medical world
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Plane crashes; kills twelve
LINDALE, Texas ( AP )
- A twin-engine plane
carrying five more
passengers than it was
designed to hold crashed
m flames shortly after
takeoff and killed all 12
people aboard, including
eight children and a
popular religious singer,
authorities said.
The Cessna 414, leased
by the Last Days
Ministries here, crashed
in a wooded area Wednesday night after departing
from a private airstrip
near this town about 90
miles east of Dallas.
"I can't say it was
overloaded until I know
the size of the bodies, the
amount of fuel, the
amount of luggage," said
Randy Brooks, a Federal
Aviation Administration
investigator from
Shreveport, La.
However, Brooks said
the plane's manual
specified it had seven
seats and a toilet.
Police and ministry officials said the 7:30 p.m.
crash killed Christian
music singer Keith Gordon Green, 27, two of his
children, the pilot, and
eight members of a Simi
Valley, Calif., family.
The plane was en route

to a Dallas airport where
members of one family
were to connect with a
commercial flight, said
ministry spokesman
Larry DeGraff.
The plane rolled down
the airstrip and took off
For a moment everything
appeared normal. But
they apparently did not
develop sufficient power
to climb or their air speed
was too low. It went into
the trees." said Paul
Long, a pilot who saw the
crash while doing
maintenance work at the
airstrip's tower.
It cleared the runway.
It cleared an open field
about a quarter-mile
long. It went over a wooded area and clipped some
trees. On impact it
caught fire," said Smith
County Deputy Larry
Willbanks.
Church members who
witnessed the accident initially said the plane
crashed during rain and
lightning, but deputies
said later that while a
storm was nearby, there
was no rain at the crash
site.
Willbanks said
authorities had difficulty
pushing through trees
and underbrush to reach

Rain has become tradition

the burning aircraft.
"By the time we had,
most of the fuel had splattered on the ground so it
burned pretty quick,"
said Willbanks. He said
the bodies were burned
beyond recognition.
"All that is left is just a
few pieces of burnt
metal...just an old burned
hull," said Brooks.
Authorities used fire
trucks to remove the
bodies, said Willbanks.
Police and church officials identified the dead
as Green, his daughter,
Bethany Grace Green, 2,
and his son, Josiah David
Green, 3, all of Lindale;
Diedre M. Smalley, 32,
her husband, John C.
Smalley, 37, her son by a
previous marriage, Chet
Allen Hysell, 12, twins
James and John Smalley,
7, Daniel Henry Smalley,
4, Timothy Neill Smalley,
3, Kathren Elizabeth
Smalley, 2, all of Simi
Valley, Calif.; and pilot
Don Burmeister, 36 of
1.indale.
Sparrow Records
President Billy Ray
Hearn said in Canoga
Park. Calif:, that Green
was a "phenomenal
talent" who had sold a
million records.
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Group loses antitrust case
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - More than 40
county and state
hospitals in Kentucky will
receive funds from the
settlement of an antitrust
case against BristolMyers, Beecham Group
Ltd. and Beecham Inc.,
Attorney General Steven
Beshear said Wednesday.
The state and 44 other
defendants filed suit
against the companies in
1972., accusing them of
fraudulently acquiring
the patent on ampicillin,
a sernisynthetic penicillin
used to treat bacterial in-

fections. They were accused of conspiring to
limit sales of the drug and
thus artificially increase
its price to hospitals
throughout the country
from 1966 to 1972.
The defendants settled
the case for $7,376,167,
and after litigation expenses the states, counties and cities that filed
the suit received
$3,355,392.52 plus interest,
Beshear said.
The share for Kentucky
plaintiffs was $71,782.41,
and it was distributed according to estimates of
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the amount of ampicillin
purchased by the
hospitals. Amounts ranged from $8,961.24 for
Louisville General
Hospital and $7,560.35 for
the University of Kentucky medical center
down to $33.04 for the
Kentucky State Reformatory Hospital at La
Grange and $9.55 for the
Kentucky State Penitentiary Hospital at Eddyville.
Most facilities received
amounts ranging from a
few hundred to just over a
thousand dollars.

PETS OF WEEK - James Oakley holds the cat
and puppy of the week. The cat is "Midnight," a
Persian cat, one-year-old female, and the dog is a
Collie and Shepard puppy, eight-weeks-old male.
They are available for adoption at Calloway County
Animal Shelter, 103 East Sycamore St., operated by
The Humane Society of Calloway County. Hours of
the shelter are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, and noon to 4
p.m on Sunday.

Former UK cager
seeking retrial
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
1AP - A federal judge
has ordered a new trial
for a former University of
Kentucky basketball
player on one of three
charges for which he is
currently serving a
sentence in the Kentucky
State Reformatory.
U.S. District Judge
Charles M. Allen ordered
a new trial for Thomas
Robert Payne on a
charge of detaining a
woman against her will.
The charge was lodged
against Payne in 1977.
Allen, noting that six
years passed between the
time of the incident and
the victim's appearance
before a grand jury, called the gap "an extraordinary' length of time to
retain in one's memory
an accurate image of a
person whom one has not
seen in the interval..."
Payne, who is serving a
life sentence for rape and
two concurrent five year
sentences for detaining

Mill plans
shut down

Latex Satin Enamel
Fiat Latex Ceiling Paint

said 15 of the plants were
represented by independent unions and the
others by United Steel
Workers, International
Union of Electrical
Workers and bridge and
iron workers unions.

per gal

$9.99

S399

$10.99
$6.99

reg $1499
reg $999

beginning workers.
An Armco spokesman
said the plants are widly
scattered in locations like
Summit, Ky.; Fairbanks,
Texas: Davis, Calif.;
Memphis, Tenn.; and
South Bend, Ind. They
are involved in construction products, and most
fabricate corrugated
pipe, the company said.

The concessions agreed
to include suspended
cost-of-living clauses,
eliminaton of vacation
bonus I extra pay for takThe company declined
ing vacations in nonpeak to report how much
times), elimination of money was being saved
general wage increases or how much the workers
and lower pay scales for would lose.

Pickens Supply is currently expanding their inventory
to serve Murray Better.
The Murray Store is under
new management of JOEY
HOBBS.

Reg.

per gal

Lately, residents wash
their cars or hang out
laundry as sure-fire ways
to open the clouds_
Cope insisted he would
win his bet "unless they
conjure up some ram in
their imagination." Daily
scoffs at the suggestion.
Back in 1947, however,
B L. Howard and two
companions flew over
town in an airplane and
dumped out buckets of
water, according to local
history.
Residents say Rain
Day began about a century ago when a farmer
told two pharmacy clerks
his records showed rain
almost every July 29.
The clerks began keeping track, and in 1927, the
task was handed over to
Daily's father. Daily
assumed the watch in the
late 1930s.
During World War II,
servicemen carried the
tale out of Greene County
to bet with their buddies
around the world.
Each year,
Waynesburg celebrates
the rain watch with a
festival. This year's twoday celebration, beginning today, includes a food
fair and flea market,
fireworks, an umbrella
contest and road race.

Armco wins concessions

wirr
ann,

SALE

Perfect' Flat
Latex Wall Paint

Style

rain's getting used up."
Nonsense, countered
Daily, who begins a vigil
each year at midnight.
He used to watch from
the town's courthouse,
but this year is opting for
his patio.
"That way I can hear
the first drop on the
aluminum roof," he said.
"Besides, it's more comfortable."
Daily and Cope said
Wednesday they didn't
know the weather
forecast. They said it
didn't matter.
The weather service
forecast sunny skies today and a zero percent
chance of precipitation.
can't say that It
doesn't rain there every
year, but this year we're
not forecasting any at all
for July 29," said Chuck
Heckler of the' National
Weather Service.
"If it rains, it rains,"
said Jim Ealy,
Waynesburg borough
manager. "But if you're
putting it in the
newspaper, say I'm sure
of it. I'd bet the house on
,t." he added, laughing.
In the old days,
farmers would kill a
black snake and hang it
over an oak post to
guarantee rain here.

6 YEAR
ANNIVERSARY
FAN SALE

Weather Perfect R Latex
Flat House Paint

NOW IS THETIME
TO BUY A
NEW FAN

Barry Samples labove) displays the
42"
Fan with light kit for only $99. featured at
Pickens Supply. Joey Hobbs I below) is pictured with the ceiling Hugger which is ideal
for mobile homes and low ceilings.

Guarantee or.00rnoteo warranty on all Snerwteeiontams coatings See
lapel tor Oetalls Air paonts Snown oder one coat COverage applied
as directed

01111

Selected
Poulos ,

patterns
from
WalicoverIng
Sample Books

interior Latex Flat
Wall Paint SALE $13.99
S+9 99 per gal
Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel $14.99
reg $20 99 per gal
red

20% to 25% OFF
reg price per single roll
Rorosqr-cover,rog

Paonageam

double and npie rors

Exterior Latex Flat House
er Trim Paint
SALE $14.99
reg $2099 per 9.
Gloss Latex $1599
reg $21 99 per goo

ProVal
,
Brushe,
2" to 4"

$3.49'$7.99
C400
Perfect Touch'
Custom Woven Woods

reg $6 49-S12 on

Latex Caulk
reg $149

30% & 50% OFF
regular price
I installation extra,

ES
Plastic
Drop Cloths
113071

Polyseamseal"

5.99

S2.29

reg S I

reg

$349

Wash Away" Spray reg $2 99
115 07,

CH
.siners.
Ky

women without their will,
had filed a writ of habeus
corpus seeking release
from prison. Allen turned
down the request for
release iron) the other
two charges.
The 7-foot-2 Payne
played at Kentucky in
1971 before signing with
the professional Atlanta
Hawks. A year later, he
was convicted of rape and
sentenced to a life term in
Georgia. That charge
was liquidated when he
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio
sentenced on the rape AP) - Armco Inc. said
charge in Kentucky.
Wednesday it had won
concessions in union contracts covering about 400
. workers at 20 of its small
plants, including one in
Kentucky.
J.W.• Harden, manager
NEWPORT, Ky. iAPI of human resources for
- Newport Steel will shut Armco's construction
down plant operations for division, said the concesa week beginning Sunday sions involve the third
because of a sagging de- year of three-year conmand for its steel pipe. tracts. The third year
The shutdown will be the begins in August. None of
fourth week-long closing the plants have more
at the plant this year.
than 40 or 50 workers. He

76212

Itair

WAYNESBURG. Pa
1AP,- Today's forecast
called for sunny skies,
but tradition is stronger
than the National
Weather Service in this
Pennsylvania town where
residents say ram falls
almost every July 29.
It's Rain Day, the day
on which rain has fallen
here for 93 of the past 106
years, residents say.
"I have high hopes,"
said John Daily, the official Rain Day prophet,
who each year wagers a
hat that rain will fall on
July 29 in this town of
5,000 people in the
southwestern part of the
state.
Although some skeptics
dispute residents' recounting of the weather
record, Daily has won
hats from people including Johnny Carson,
Bob Hope, Muhammad
Ali and Jack Dempsey.
Daily, a retired lawyer,
has lost only five hats in
44 years.
This year, Myron Cope,
a Pittsburgh radio sports
announcer, bet a hat that
not a drop would fall from
midnight Wednesday to
midnight tonight.
"It's pouring right
now," Cope said early
Wednesday. "All the

charge

planS
1t,
,
ar.1

So. 12th Street

_ COPY AVAILABLE _

753-3321

PICKENS
SUPPLY
INC.
901 Arcadia, Murray

153-6822

*Hunter Rebate — up to 535
4 through JULY
)
*See the Fasco 6 Bladed
World's Fair Fan.
And Many More Fans In Stock
*Paddle Fans starting as low
OS

$99
COUPON

10

OFF ON ANY

ONE

PADDLE FAN IN STOCK
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Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice
No.. S issieeteS7 C01/
759 4444 for en in
'passional message to
your day
brighten
Children s tape 159

FURCHES
JEWELRY

I 5 cent Book Sole
Harlequin
Cortland, Regency
and others. July
29-31. Cash only
no trade. The
Book Rack 808
Chestnut

For Sale
Catalog
Sales Agent
Nationally
known firm
Muray, Ky. Location moderate investment required. Low
17,000. take over
existing store
lease. Call or
write: Larry
Heublein 2101
East Kemper Rd.
Shoronville, Ohio
45265. Phone
513-782-5209.

Granny's Porch 753
3149 Breakfast
Anytime Lunch and
Dinner. Catfish
Specialist Plate
Lunches Sandwiches.
B.B.O. Thurs Open
to 1 a.m.

Seafood Buffet
Fri. 6 p.m
to 10 p.m
Shrimp, scallops
frog legs, fish,
clams, and salad
bar.
5994
And a Sunday
Buffet 11-3

Vernon's Western
Store
OLYMPIC PLAZA
OPEN 9ans to
9pas DAILY
SUNDAY Ism
to Opal
753-7113

5. Lost and Found
Lost
Colley "Lassie'
style between Crosslyn
and Hazel vicinity 492
8848

DOWN

Beauty operator is
needed at Leta's Beauty
Salon
Phone 753 8282
shop), or 247 6504
home 1
Career Opportunity
No
strikes no lay offs Ex
cellent benefits and
paid training program
For interview call Ben
Polloth at 247 6867 or
send resume to. PO Box
648 Mayfield. Ky. 42066.
Cashier clerk part time
nights. Apply Uncle
Jeff's Clothing
Department.
RN or LPN positions
available full time or
Part time. for the 3-11 or
7 11 shifts_ Excellent
salary and benefits
available. Apply in
person or call Care Inn
4th and Indiana
Mayfield, Ky., 247-0200,

QUO

OMD

LOCC COM
EMCEE CU EC
CUCE OCCU
MCCUMEC CU
mUCEC DCW CC
C CUM ECU 0 A
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CM OCMCCOU
MCC COCO
ACE OM BOOM
DE CUCE CUB
ES

EASE

ACROSS
1 Ridicule
6 Fragment
11 Made good
13 More contemptibie
14 Hesitant
sound
15 Act
17 Compass pt
18 Pose for a
portrait
20 African
gazelle
21 RR depot
22 Prophet
24 Illuminated
25 Stalk
26 make a mistake
28 Endured
30 Young girl
32 Italian coins

respect
31 Emits vapor
33 Tall mixed
drink
34 Succor
36 Unite
securely
37 Boscs
39 Den
41 Field flower
43 Transaction
44 Apothecary's
weight
47 Large truck
48 Before
51 Six Rom
53 Teutonic
deity

1 Lock of hair
2 Eagles nests
3 Above
4 Short sleep

LAS
CM ii

'2 Secluded
valley
13 Of the mind
16 Manx cat's
lack
19 Bank
employees
21 Spire
23 Laughing
25 Denude
27 Greek letter
29 Title of

LA

33 Very fop
35 Tears
37 Harbor
38 Moray
40 Trudge
42 German river
43 Dinner
course
45 Guido note
46 Hebrew
month
47 Kind of bat
49 Roman gods
50 Competitors
52 Street snows
54 French river
55 Jolty
5 Weary
6 Dispatch
7 Possessed
8 Article
9 Leased
10 Vision

1

2

3

4

7

5

9

is

18

17
20

28
30

32
35
40

38

45

42

49
50

•16

54

Young ambitious girl
to work in Stereo
time
Part
Store.
possibly full. Must be
honest, reliable and
able to meet the
public. Send resume to
P 0. Boo 324 Murray,
Ky. 42071.

9. Situation

Wanted

Man seeking a job
driving tractor, trailer
experienced. 759 9587.
Will cid lawn work. Call
anytime, 436-2226.

SOMETHING

CHARLIE BROWN

HAS HAPPENED! I'VE

LEFT FOR THE
BALL GAME
siET 7

60T TO FIND HIM!

TERRIBLE

V.Mobile Home Sales

Will record I.ve demos
for local bands or artist
Some
any location
overdubbing Call 3 to 5
753 MO
sit with elderly
Will
Have references
Call
753 9444

1971 Re modeled 12x65 1
oedroom 2 full baths.
nice
E 12 Fox
Meadows 753 5350

13. For Sale or Trade
Redworm raising busi
ness for sale
Good
Potential 436 2102

Want to Buy
Want to nu, a peck of
bell peppers Call 753
8857

15. Articles for Sale
Floor model stereo
radio
tape player in
cabinet Coffee table. 2
end tables good condi
tion 753 6015 Call day
or night

16. Home Furnishings
902 tent sleeps 6 ex
cellent condition S100
Call 753 8514 after
5 30p.m
Black Naughyde sofa
and black leather re
diner Latyboy. Perfect
condition. 753 1561.
Simmons hide a bed
with inner spring mat
tress Light green $SO
Call 753 3001.

19. Farm Equipment
8 5 Massey Ferguson
riding mower Call 753
8085

MOVING
Must Sell
Piano $75.00
Call 759-9638

On
Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Maroutz car stereos.
World of Sound
lioe
,
se.2.2• 7 2

753-5865
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood, Marantz.
Mitsubishi,. Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St 753 0111

23. Exterminating
MIEN SOMETHING TERRIBLE
HAPPENS, YOU'RE SUPPOSED
TO RUN AROUND IN
CIRCLES UNTIL YOU BUMP

6000!1.01-1EN
YOU
'
RE
NO HELP SOMETHING TERRIBLE
'
RE
AT ALL!I HAPPENS, YOU
SUPPOSED TO BE
NO HELP AT ALL

INTO A TREE...

S
•‘

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

LL TRY
/
'

THE WAY TO REDUCE
15 To EAT LESS

THAT

WHAT ARE

A LITTLE SPAGHETTI

YOU

AND JUST

HAVING FOR

ONE
MEATBALL

LUNCH,
NANCY?

L

AAi
` SOCKS,

&OOP

SNORTS, BELT,
PANTS, SHIRT...

IDEA

-:' '.

•'RE DOING A 54.....2ER
(ING THE 1:200
JOB

?
.
SUAP011;

7UVI- 24

--v-----------'

I WAS

BEING
SARCAST

!

50RRY TO DISTURB YOU,
f-4i61-INES5 I3L4T WE
MUST HAVE A TALK.

For sale 12x60 2 bed
room trailer partly
furnished
Can after
Sp m . 753 6901 or 753
5045
Four 2 bedroom fur
nished 12x60 trailers
Good condition
Call
753 4808
N.Mobile Home Rentals
A 2 or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet.
air conditioned $85 to
SISO per month Shady
Oaks 753 5209
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray
No pets 489 2611
Trailers for rent
See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent
Call 435 4278

30. Business Rentals

1

1981 office and
storage trailer
new, with air conditioner. $3000.
Con be seen at
Garrison Motor
Sales, Duiguid Dr.
off Hwy. 641
North.

22. Musical

INFLATION
PRICES

55

SNOOPY! 0-4A5

9. Situation Wanted

Baldwin Pianos and
Organs, New Used.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
Paris, Tenn
next to
Penney's

$5.00 per pound
Delivered Free
within one mile of city
Discount on large
ORDERS
753-3315

24

22

WANTED

FRESH
GULF COAST
SHRIMP

10

It
14

Want lady to share
house in city near
Call
University
753 0307, before Ila m
or after 80 m

6. Help Wanted

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

Two lob openings for a
Nutrition Site Director.
1 in Murray and 1 in
Hazel
Each lob con
sists of 3 hours a OaY 5
Jays a week
Serious
applicants only. Do not
Send
call or contact
1610 W
resume to
Main Murray. Ky
42071
Wanted
Mature, re
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home
Must have re
ferences Write PO Box
1040D Murray
KY
41071
secretarial
Wanted
position part time 25
years experience Send
name and phone num
ber to PO Box 1040A
Murray. Ky 42071

Smith & Wesson 44
Cal. revolver. 8 inch
barrel, Poise,
Custom. Indepen
dance Mo

Large .,, low sweet
Call 753 4725
corn
F ioyd McKenzie

1
4-1 ti
erlf3A/T

Mature responsible
Person to babysit in
teachers home with 2
children ages 1 and 3
Must have references
Call 953 4801

Special
Sale

444$.

753 2835
Jewelry Repair
Stone setting
Handicrafted Gold
Nuggets
Chain Repair

6. Help Wanted

Notice

21. Miscellaneous
26in. Girls bike ('nite)
518., GE AM FM phone
8 track and recorder (2
speakers) S75., Hoover
tank type vacuum
cleaner (like new) S20.,
over 200 45RPM records
(country) .10 each, FM
receiver $10., headphones (stereo) 55.,
knick knacks .50 up. See
at Trailer 20 Riveria
Courts.
Firewood cut to order
$25. per rick. Call
436-2292.
For sale AA Kirby and
Electrolux vacuum
cleaners, with at
tachments. Good as
new. Call Paris 901 642
7473
For sale a new Zenith
video disk player_
S259.95. Call 753 2900
and after 5p m
753 5702.
For sale flat bed trailer
9ft. x 10in., 5ft. 10in.
wide. Firm 5400
753
0219.
Helium Balloons on a
string for sale. 9 and
llin
soles. Assorted
colors for birthdays,
anniversaries, and all
occassions 753 0817
Nice solid oak gun
cabinet. See at Uncle
Jeff's Sporting Goods.
Raleigh 10 speed deluxe
bicycle. Fully equipped
5250, never been used
SISO 753 1558
Sawdust
Will deliver.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
Hwy 22 North McKinzie,
Tenn. 901 352 5777, after
5p m 901 352 3632.
Seasoned saw mill
slabs. Pickup truck lOad
$ti 50, large truck $17 for
Located
loose slabs
near New Concord Call
753 7531.
Victoria 200 tomato
iuicer $75.99, grape
spiral 56 99, berry
screen 58 99. Wallen
Hdw. Paris, Tenn.

27. Mobile Home Sales
2 bedroom, 2 bath,
on i. acre lot with
outside storage Central
heat and air with wood
stove 753 2534, 753 0216

Mini
Warehouse
Storoge Spore
For Rent
753.4758

32. Apts. For Rent
r urn ished apartments.
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
room. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753 6609
Furnished apartment
Phone
400 S 6th St
247 1459.
Furnished aircon
ditioned 1 bedroom
apartment. Large,
quiet, private. Heat,
water furnished. Near
hospital. Graduate stu
dent, married couple
preferred. No children,
pets. 753 1299.

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished 1 bedroori.
garage apartment 1606
Miller Ave
1 block
from campus No pets
$150 753 1203
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray
753 4109,
762 6650 or 436 2844
One bedroom Apart
ment. Hamlet North,
re
carpet, range
frigerator. disposal
No
Lease required
Call 753 7550 or
pets
753 7559
Three room furnished
apartment, water fur
nished $130 per month
rent 5100
deposit
Modest electric bill
Call 753 9829 after Sp m
Three room apartment
furnished 1 or 2 adults
$80 a month plus Or
posit
1 mile out city
limits 753 5405
Two apartments for
rent. 1 furnished,
unfurnished, both with
air, carpet and walk to
campus 1 527 7670
Two bedroom Town
Houses available at
Hamlet North Apartments, carpeted, central air and heat, range',
disposial,dishwasher,
refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup.
Lease required
Call
753 7550 or 753 7559
Two bedroom furnished
1 or 2 adults $85 a
month plus deposit
1
mile out city limits
753-5405.
Two large apartments
near hospital Call 759
1987
We have apartments,
houses, and trailers.
Call Coleman Real Es
tate and Property
Management Call 753
9898

34. Houses for Rent
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed
room house for rent.
Call 435 4278
For lease 3 bedroom, 2 .
bath, family room, liv•
ing room, dining room',
kitchen Central air and
gas heat Near MSU. 412
N 7th St 759 1347
Four bedroom house for
rent 1011 Payne St
Newly decorated, new
carpets $200 Call 753
1700
Five room house un
furnished close to town
Call 753 1246

AUCTION
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public auction on Saturday, August 7, 1982, at 9:00 a.m. The
auction will be held at the Calloway County Maintenance Building, 2108 College
Farm Rood, Murray, Kentucky.
August 7, 1982
9:00 a.m.
SURPLUS SALE
6
'71
International buses-60
passenger
42
Lockers with doors
7
Open lockers with baskets
Partial roll of chicken wire
1
373
Flower pots
12
Gray tables
34
Brown tables
10
Table tops
5
Teacher desks
Plastic chairs
52
Folding chairs
12
Bell & Howell Screen Box and
2
cabinet (for 16mm projector)
33
Wood chairs with metal legs
10
Big top student desks
1
Small top student desk
Hoover upright vacuum cleaners
2
Metal mg rock
1
2
G.E. Block & White television
sets
4
Goodyear tires
3
Firestone tires
Empco tires
2
8-ply mud and snow tire
2
Miscellaneous Items

The Purchase District Health Department Office located at 916 Kentucky
Avenue, Paducah, Ky. has an opening for
the position of Health Environmentalist I.
Starting Salary: $397.75 Bi-weekly plus
fringe benefit package. Minimum
Qualifications: Graduate of an accredited
college or university with a minor or
equivalent (18 semester hours) in environmental health, biological or physical
sciences. Work will be performed
primarily in Calloway and Marshall Counties. All applications must be post marked by midnight August 9. Applications
may be picked up at the above address
between 8:00 am and 12 noon and 1:00
pm and 4:00 pm or at any county health
center in the. Purchase District. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

34 Houses for

For rent I.
bedroom riC
age central
yard
$300
Call 502 695 18

Houses near
$108 per m
deposit
Cal
after 6p en

If you've lho
living off the
simple 2 rc
American cat
electricity, If,
chance
Lo
miles from
miles from
10 miles Iron
beautiful w
fields $145 t
References a
required Call
Two bedroc
1107 Olive 1
J
G
Cr
Mayfield 247 41

37. Livestock-5

Hickory. Lan
Boarding s
riding lessoi
ble 759 4588,71
Horses boar
lure $70
S
Limited space

38. Pets-Suppli

AKC Lhasa r
Cocker pups
tan, buf
Weimar aner
644 1453
AKC Reg
Doberman
champic
bloodline 759
7637
Male and
Cocker,
Schnauzer,
female MI
Poodle
901 648 5697.
Three month
gistered t
Poodle 753 058

41, Public Sale

Gara
Sal

1543 Car
Dr. Sat. 7
Baby furn
bicycl
household'

Movi
Sal

1610 Belmo
Saturday, Ji
6. 2 interi
stroller,

tricycle,
desk, table
clothes, toy
Everything
or Shine.

Bring
Costs Ii
MU

Well built
brick. Two
room. H
Dishwashe
carpeted t:
amount of
proximate
outside sta
dog pen, p
l'roperty I,
just North
For fur
Miller. A.
Broker-
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Sound
Saturc
Blue C

•
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34. Houses for Rent

ci I bedroom
partment
Ave
1 bloc.
npus No pets
203
2 bedroom
its near down
753 4109
orray
r 436 2844
iroom Apart
lamlet North
range, re
or, disposal
No
-equired
iII 753 7550 or

oom furnished
it, water fur
130 per monte
deposit
00
electric bill
129 after 5p m
tom apartment
1 or 2 adults
sonth plus de
mile out city
I 5405
artments for
furnished. 1
ed, both with
et and walk to
I 527 7670
droom Town
available at
North Apart
carpeted. cen
Ind heat, range
',dishwasher
ator, washer
yer hookup
Call
•equired
r 753 7559
room furnished
adults S85 a
ilus deposit
1
t city limits
ge apartments
pital Call 759

e apartments,
and trailers
'man Real Es
ld Property
lent Call 753

s for Rent

gy Ann 3 bed
fuse for rent
278.
? 3 bedroom, 2
nily room, liv
1, dining room,
Central air and
Near MSU. 412
759-1347.

Iroom house for
11 Payne St
iecorated, new
$200 Call 753

om house on
I close to town
246

•d of Educa,n on Satur10 a.m. The
loway Coun108 College

41 Public Sale

For rent like new 2
bedroom home
Gar
age. central air, fenced
yard
S300 a month
Call 502 695 1871
Houses near unevers
5108 per month
u.
deposit
Call 753 611
after bp m
If you've thought ay.'s'
living off the land in
Simple 2 room ear,
•
American cabin withos•
electricity, this is yo:.'
chance. Located
miles from Murray.
miles from Paris, an.
10 miles from the lake,
beautiful woods and
fields 5145 per month
References ond deposit
required Call 753 3271
Two bedroom house
1107 Olive 1 year lease
J. G
Crawford
Mayfield 247 4869

41. Public Sale

,

•

Inside
Garage Sale

Moving
Sale

Sat., July 31st
7 a.m.-4 p.m
Stanley Product
Office West
Millwood Dr.
Directly behind
Coins AMC Jeep
off 641 North.
Nice clothes.
Dalton and Act III,
white Provincial
desk, antique dining table, new
typewriter, TV.,
many more.

Fri. July 30th
8-5
1806 Westwood

Hickory- Lane Stables
Boarding stalls and
riding lessons availa
ble 759 4588, 753 7637
Horses boarded
Pasture 520
Stalls $30
Limited space 753 3010

Yard
Sale
Sat., July 31st
8-????
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Men, women, and
clothing,
children's

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC
. Lhasa Apso pups
Cocker pups black and
tan, buff, and
Weimaraner. 648 5225,
644 1453
AK C Registere•
Doberman puppies
championship
bloodline 759 4588, 753
7637
Male and female
Cocker. male
Schnauzer, male and
female Miniature
Call
Poodle
901 648 5697.
Three month old Re
gistered tiny. Toy
Poodle, 753 0582

41. Public Sale

4-Party
Yard
0 Sale
1 mile from city limits
on S. 641, Fri. and
Sat. Clothes size 12children's.
40 and
Furniture, some antiques and many other
things. Watch for sign
on right.

3-Party
Yard
Sale
Sat., July 31st
Utterback Rd.
Turn left by Seven
Extra
nice
Seas.
clothing size 5, 7

Strout
Reda.

Ofhoo Coost to Coos,
eeeee trom isory•hoto
noliablo SE/VICO Saisc• 1900
1912 Cohlwistorn.
Itootsiclo 4207:
1501' 713 01 Is
LaytMe
3010 KENNON
Licensed

YARD SALE

543 Canterbury
Dr. Sat. 7-5 p.m.
Baby furn., t.v.,
bicycle, 8
household items.

Bonded

children's toys, quality items.

•
YARD SALE
Sat., July 31st
7-5
Small Avon collection will sell for best
offer. Approximately
4 miles from court
square on Hwy. 121
S. House on right
across from Old Salem
Rd. Look for sign by
mailbox.

YARD
SALE
Fri. July 30th
7o.m.-12:00 noon
217 S. 15th

49. Used Cars

FOR SALE BY OW
NCR
Owner will fin
ance equity at 12 per
Lent to qualified buyer
bedr0Orn. 2 bath, 1 car
garage
cif'" schools.
wowed lot. 1207 Doran
Rd . 753 9737
For sale by owner
great 4 bedroom home
With lots of extras, with
special financing
available Call 753 7330
This neat 2 bedroom
nome is perfect for the
You can
Oalys22,900
ouy this and pay less
'tani I rent Only
Kitchen appliances are
included
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222
Two bedroom house
Cherry Corner 700sq ft
2 7 acres MOO. Well, no
Pump 474 8831

Now is the time of the
year to take off, eh your
boat docked behind your
house or to enioy the
Peace and beauty of
Kentucky Lake. We
have 2 lovely homes
with owner financing
priced in 550's. Let us
bedroom shell
Show you how you can
home in Anderson
have that lake home
you've always wanted
Shores. reasonable
and now you can afford
Call Spann Realty As
price with small
soc. 753 7724.
down
One of a kind home
payment.
featuring 4 bedrooms, 1
owner will finance.
baths, two story ceiling
in great room that is
Call 159-1405 for
overlooked by the on
ique , master bedroom
more information.
suite. All these features
Plus others, situated on
a secluded 5 acre tract. WORTH A SECOND
Priced at $59,900. LOOK If you have not
KOPPERUD REALTY seen a home yet that's
751 1222
worth your time and
money then it is time
6400 sq ft of floor
You saw this 4 bedroom,
space in this nearly all
2 bath home, a family
room the kids can live
steel and concrete com ,
in A living room you
mercial building. Located
will really live in. We're
in a prime area of Mur•
sure you will like what
ray. Less than ten years
you see For a grand
tour call 753 14924 Cen
old; ideal for large
fury 21, Loretta Jobs
business or rent half and
Realtors. Owner Says
use half.
rie will not refuse any
reasonable offer.

2

gra
INC
Realtors

(summer and winter)
other misc, no junk.

Garage
Sale

4. Homes tor Sale

43. Real Estate

BEST

37. Livestock-Supplies

t1

19112

Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

Fri. and Sat.
7-5 p.m.

47. Motorcycles
1973 Honda XL-250 good
condition. Street legal,
5300 or best 6ffer Call
753 6744 after 6p.m.
1976 Kawasaki KZ 400
runs extremely well
lots of extras. Take best
Offer 762 6154.
1978 Bultaco 753 0582

1965 Fiat model 1300
1941 Citroen good con
dition
completely re
stored Call 436 5560

YARD
SALE

For Sale
1979 Oldsmobile
98, Regency two
door Deisel. 1979
Oldsmobile TorRancid°. 7533488

30 years eiiperien(e
HOUSE.. barn and gar
Repair
age building
and additions home.
trailers 436 2253
AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances ser
v iced
Freezers.
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators
All
brands 759 1322
1975 El Camino pickup APPLIANCE
needs a title body work
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Good condition
51150
Westinghouse,
753 0541 after 4p m
Whirlpool
20 years
Parts and
JEEPS. CARS, experience
Bobby HOPPer
PICKUPS from $35
service
Available at local Gov't Bob's Appliance Ser
5th St
Auctions For Directory vice 202 S
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
call 805 687 6000 Ext
753 8/386( home)
8155 Call refundable.
Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
Tappen . Call 753 5341 Of
354 6956 Earl Lovett.
Build and, Repair
tobacco, barns
Free
1976 Buick, mint estimate. Call 435 4347

For
Sale

condition, low
Mileage, 4 door,
Silver with red
top. Velor Interior.

For
Sale

1977 Pacer 6
cylinder Delux.
Loaded, low
milage, mint condition. 26 MPG,
753-7113.

r

AUGUST SPECIAL

3ox and
Diector)
al legs

m cleaners

AUCTION

television

I

ire

ilth Depart6 Kentucky
opening for
mentalist I.
weekly plus
Minimum
I accredited
a minor or
urs) in en 1 or physical
performed
rshall Coon post mark
Applications
ove address
sn and 1 :00
minty health
ct. An Equal

53. Services Offered

Loom

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR'. 15 years ex
Carpentry.
perience
concrete, plumbing.
roofP, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276
Interior Exterior Pain
ting. 55 per hour, 10
436
years experience
2 1 66

SERVICE
Electrical
Well Pumps
Plumbing Repair
H.L. Ford.

Will clean carpets,
windows
also clean
and wax hard wood
floors.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion?
Build-up
or
Residential. Local
references. Coll Hugh
Outland, 759-1 718 or
753-8076.

Co

lade! /53 Mt

Cs.
Mums.
serviceSmall •r,;.:vs
;awr,
mowers t.ilers chain
Saws Your patronage is
deeply apprec•ated
Ca11.436 2979
Refrigeration ann Air.
Cond.tion Service and
Repair Central air Air
conditioners cleaned Gas
up on air conditioners 5/3
436 5536

Roofing All Types, 15
veers experience al
work guaranteed, Don
Wilkerson, 489 2580
or 345 7iS1'12.

. - Carpenter
icfn wood worying
• tin_e_t_tops kitchen
abinets remodeling
additions insurance
repairs 753 5883
do yard work and
• .soge „trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 tor
3534.
II sharpen hand saws.
rcular saws, and
i, an saws. 753 4656
Window Was,
se•
vice. Ca1143; -

m
T C -tt E" L L
FLOOR SANDING
BLACK TOPPI hiG
AND FINISHING
Commercial. Indust'
rial. Residential.' also
20 years experience.
Patching d-nd Seal
Stained
floors
Our
Coating. Phone 753 1537.
Speciality.
Need work on your
BODEAU
trees? Topping. prun
ing, shaping, complete
FLOOR CO.
removal and more. Call
354-6127
BO,VER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
Fence sales at Sears
753 8516
Concrete, block, brick. now. Call Sears 753.1310
for free estimate for
basements, faun
dations, drive ways. your needs
sidewalks, patios, and Asphalt dr.veways and
chimneys. Free es
Parking lots sealed by
',mates Call
'
,ars
For free es
-ateS Call 753 2310.,
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Cal,
SeanS 753 2310 for tree
estimate.
•

ROBINSON
DAY
'53.5292
53,3716

435-4152

Sella

Heim al nell sMiat
castim
trim
MI
Ittereices Call WM II

,r

K 6 K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do yOu need
stumps removed from
your yard or iaria
:leared of stumps? We
:an remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
Sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bab
Kemp Jr 435 4319.
•
Lake Refrigeration a
conditioners, small ao
pliances repaired
474
CARPET CLEANING, 8841
Free Estimates
Licensed elearician for
Satisfied references, residential
and corn
Vibra Steam or Quick
rnercial
Heating an'
Dry Cleaning. airconditeon
gas in
(Upholstery Cleaning) S•
i•
1Ls3e '
55
827C-arpet Cleaning

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice. Topping, item
Jeeps, Cars, Trucks ming. removing. Full
o
in
trance. Call 1 527
under $100 available at 9s
local govt sales in your
area Call (refundable) Chimney Sweeping
1 714 569 0241 ext. 1281 Service. Do it now
for directory on how to before you need your
chimney. Later we will
purcnase. 24hrs
have a working list. Call
Surplus Jeeps Cars
435
4348 or 762 4792
Boats
Many sell for
under $50
For in
formation call 312 931
iny
A ummum and
1961 Ext. 1774
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting
Jack Glover

Garage
Sale

,kets
wire

sic
rep
alum
siding for
1600 off, •
hOfTle

753-7113.

YARD
SALE

buses-60

Camper tor sale
161t self contained
/239

Cicu,E E 3!1/5/,,,TE‘_
IY/y .)7 6 C Sheeting ,
.1,
, pu I T
753 arum • num steel is
Oafeg aluminum sig,,,g ca
`..) and A ,
P
alto tr.m for roosf.s
.imr N.en" _'
en,

53. Services Offered

1 FOR SALE OR
TRADE.
2 bedroom
home in town for a s
bedroom in town Or, 48.AutoServices
country. Let us show
Automotive trans
you this adorable star
missions 565. exchange.
ter home or retirement
radiators $20. no
niture and clothes,
home. This home is in a
change.
starters and 50. Used Trucks
rocky horse, men's
quiet neighborhood, on
alternators 520 ex
1964 GMC 2 ton gra
a large lot and has extra
and women's clothing,
change
Deposit re truck with hoist dump
outside storage. With
knick•knocks.
quired without an ex good candition. Phone
will
trade
Owner
out
Fri. and Sot.
change New and used 901 642 9771, night 991
Moving
finance Priced in the
parts. 474 2325.
8-4
642 1304.
20's. Call Spann Realty
Sale
Import Auto Salvage 1978 Chevy Luv Extra
Associates, 753 7724_
S. 12th
New
and
used
auto sharp 759 1330.
1610 Belmont Drive.
Three bedroom, 1 '
parts. Open 8 5
bath home with
Saturdoy, July 31 8Mon. Sat. Automotive 1978 Ford Van 150
fireplace, gas heat, and
Clean, low mileage
6. 2 interior doors,
low utilities. 8 percent transmissions 565. no 52450. 753 4953 or 759
Fri. and Sat.
change. radiators 520.
stroller, curtains,
assumable loan to
4005.
8-4
exchange, starters and
qualified buyer. KOPtricycle, lumber,
1979 Dodge Power W
Baby clothes, boy s
alternators 520, ex
PERUD REALTY gon. 4 wheet drive, a •
desk, table, plants,
change. Deposit re
clothes, some fur'53 1227.
quired without an ex• automatic, camper toi,
clothes, toys.
niture, a lot of other
low mileage. 436 5414,
change. Call 474-2325.
Everything goes. Rain
Many
10 •
items.
women's
Duan-6.7-s- Place-Used 1980 Dodge low mileage-,
.4taidio
or Shine.
$4500
Volkswagon parts. tune great condition
clothing all seasons,
800 N. 18th
A'Nonwi
up. break jobs, rebuilt or best offer. Call
some
kitchen
ap753 0405 or 759 1871.
motors. 435 4272.
753-1222
pliances, and
HOTIPS FOR LIV.11G•
1967
For Sale
household items. On
1111111.11111ffilat 49. Used Cars
Chevrolet pickup SWB,
1971
Phone:
Buick
Lynn Grove Hwy., 3rd
stepside.
753
Electra
225
Char in
a n d
Fairgrounds Flea Market
Power steering power 1917. ask for Greg.
house on right past
character are in
brakes,• cruise, air
Set up under roof -- 54.00
18th St.
abundance in this
759 9481 before 6p.m., 51. Campers
S2.00
Set up outside
newly decorated 3
ask for Wally.
1973 Shasta camper
Bring your yard sale to the fleamarket.
1974 Dasher station 12ft. 51200, or best offer
bedroom, 2 bath
43. Real Estate
Costs less then advertising your yard sale.
wagon. Clean, excellent must sell. 759 9673
home. It has the
motor, relatively low
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY
appearance of
Purdom & Thurmanmileage, list 52, Boats-Motors
stepping
out
of..the
FAIR GROUND
$2825
$1150. 753-4953 or
Insurance &
171t
Fiberglas cabin
759 4005
"House Beautiful"
Call George Hodge
Real Estate
cruiser 50hp Johnson
magazine. It has a
and trailer 51500. 1011
Southside Court Sq.
Cutlass
1976
753-4669
formal dining
Boston Whaler fiberglas
Murray, Kentucky
Supreme triple center board sail boat
room and a sun
753-4451
room as part of its
black, one car and trailer S550. 17ft.
Fiberglas tri hull open
many features.
owner, excellent launch 75hp Johnson
A REAL MONEY
Prices at 558,000.
MAKER
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Each side
arid trailer 51200. Call
condition.
753has two bedrooms, 1
KOPPERUD
436 2506.
Jody 30, 1982, 6:00 p.m.
2228.
bath, eat -in kitchen.
REALTY -7531976 Jet boat_ 753-0582.
,
Well built and cared for three bedroom
Here's a chance to have
1222.
brick. Two full baths. Fireplace in family
a home with income arid
build equity for the
room. Range and double oven.
future
Phone for . de 44. Lots for Sale
Dishwasher. Majority of drapes and
tails and appointment
23
Acres with small
carpeted through-out. More than average
753 1492, Century 21, lake. 8 acres tillable
amount of storage space. Located on apLoretta Jobs Realtors.
balance in markable
proximately 1'2 acres of land featuring
Approximately 44 acres timber. 3 miles from
Saturday, July 31st, 10:00 AM
outside storage building, concrete floored
of prime lakefront pro
K irksey on blacktop
at the late George Outland home
dog pen. paved drive and double carport. perty with ample Must sell. Sacrifice
waterfront including 9 Call 753 6173 or 759 9915
Property is located on Highway 121 North.
at 305 S. 6th Street.
lots 'already plotted -after 7.30p.m.
just North of Coldwater.
Reasonably priced 53 Acres, Cherry Corner
Rain or Shine.
For further information contact Dan
financing available. Road 35 acres .in per
Neubauer
John
Real
C.
Miller, Auctioneer or Anna Requarth,
manent pasture. well, 3
Will sell nice couch, foot stool. cutlet.
Estate 753-0101 or 753 ponds, and pole barn.
Broker.
and end tables, lamps. RCA color TV.
7531
140.000. Call 753 3625.
electric heaters, rocking chair, swivel
chair, electric cook stove. nice.
refrigerator washer, bedroom suite, floor
buffer, vacurnn cleaner, maple bedroom
suite, electric sewing machine, desk.
porch swing also hand tools. Rockwell
atr.r, hedge trimmer, rotary tiller, skill
saw,like new lawn mower, grinder, lots of
small hand tools. Antique lamp. oak glass
door china cabinet, old radio, ironware.
oak chest, old quilts and some new quilts.
ttak table with rope twisted legs. Lots
more too numerous to mention.
Scenic Acres Subd.
1 mile from East- T
Grocery off 280 on
the right. Baby fur-

53. StPlicesOfferec

51. Campers

56. Free Column

FREE ES'Ilw4RTE,

•

One black and white
- "en 10 weeks old
3994

AUCTION
Auction sale Saturday, July 31 at 10: AM at the
south edge of Hazel, Ky. on Highway 641.
Will have tor sale antiques, coilector items ind igoui ust,Juie

furniture, some good gloss & chino, old rockers, 1976 Cheverolet
4 Wheel drive truck like new, 8 HP Electric start Murray riding
\ Hull
mower, 2 s.r cl. Itttng
• •
dolls & chin
Not Responsable For Accidents.
Eats & Drinks Available.
Sale Held Rain Or Shine.
•
SALE CONDUCTED BY

Dan Miller
Auction Service
DAN MILLER, Auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded in Ky. 8 Tenn,
No. 1281
"My Service does not cost it pays.

CAINS AMC - JEEP - RENAULT,
INC.
"IF4116)tigi„
app-mipriai

LET'S GO DANCING

Friday night: Square and round Dancing with the Country
Sounds.
Saturday night: Dance to the music of The Continental
Blue Grass Boys.
7:30 P.M. to 11:00 P.M.
Lynn Grove Roller Rink
Lynn Grove Kentucky
Admission $2.50 per person
Children under 6 years admitted free

I

NS her! dri‘e ‘silli, air

eompre....or. %/1:. ollISer brake,
..

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
LUNCH ON GROUNDS

mer

,•terring. 20.000 mi.
%LSO

`
•11)(:k

SALE CONDUCTED BY

Shoemaker
Auction Company
Terry3Voiniiiker
Auctioneer

EVERYONE WELCOME.

'79 Dodge 1 ton.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL

753-9324 or 753-0262

2-1979 Jeep truck Jr111
1-1979(
'
1-19811 Eagle

A agon

641 N. Murray
753-6448
,

COPY AVAILABLE

•

-

Pt4,1 't IIM ill Hit ti I." II IN.' H a I1%11, I hor-41,

Po 1,42

Kentucky news in brief

I OBITUARIES I
Miss Gargus' C. Wilkinson
dies; funeral
rites today
to be Friday
in chapel
Cook Wilkinson,
Services for Miss Taylor Center, Mich .
Lavurn Gargus are today died Wednesday at Oak
at 2 p.m in the chapel of Wood Hospital, DearBlalock -Coleman born, Mich.
Funeral Home The Rev.
Born in Calloway CounJack Jones is officiating
ty. he was the son of the
Providing the music is late Toni Wilkinson and
the choir of I•x‘ust Grove Jennie Cook Wilkinson.
Baptist Church. where
Survivors include his
she was a member. wife, Mrs. Evelyn Belken
Robert Houston is song Wilkinson, one son, Mike
leader with Sharon Wilkinson. a stepPierceall as pianist.
daughter, Jane Aron,
Serving as pallbearers
and five grandchildren.
are Dale Nance, Charles
all of Taylor Center area.
Whitnell, Gerald Cooper,
Also surviving are
Sherrill Gargus, Hardy
three sisters, Mrs. VerOutland and Jimmy
mal Wicker and Mrs.
Cooper.
Stella Dowdy, both of
Burial will follow in the
Murray. and Mrs. Ruth
South Pleasant Grove
Colson, East Prairie,
Cemetery.
Mo.; two brothers. T.J.
Miss Gargus; 59, Rt. 7,
Wilkinson, River Rouge,
died Tuesday at MurrayMich., and Woodrow
Calloway County
Wilkinson, Winter Haven,
Hospital. She is survived
Fla.
by two sisters. Mrs. Ken
The funeral will be FriMyers and Mrs. Hilda'
day in the chapel of
Whitnell, and a brother.
Howe-Peterson Funeral
William Gargus.
Home, Taylor Center.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery there.

Stock Market

Dr David Roos,speaker

Dr. David Roos. a
member of the Murray
Calloway County Need
Line Association since it
was organized in
February 1974, spoke at
meeting of Murray Lions
Club on Tuesday evening
at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Roos said "Need Line
was designed to match an
individual's need with an
appropriate resource in
this region. The program
is so designed as to
assure the confidentiality
of any individual who

Country stars to perform

Market
Pp his,

6rni•tie.

b•

irst

ir

named Male Entertainer
of the year by the Music
City News this spring.
Ricky Skaggs was also
honored by the Music City news by being named
the Bluegrass act of the
year.
Tickets for the concert
will go on sale August 1 at
the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce.
Floor and Chair seats are
$10, lower level bleachers
are $9 and upper level
bleachers are $8. The
Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce is
located on Highway 68.
six miles south of Kentucky Dam, on Route 7

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
LINT KELLEY - MAYFIELD KY.- 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488

Hog Market

Livestock Market
• 3, r 'seders 1 110-1 00
•
•
1.0115111 I a
•
. •
higher slaughter
Estimated r•• • _or, .2. 3
bolls t
lower slaughti.r calves and
Mb represented classes steads '
sealers 2 011 low er feeder,steads
Slaughter cows unlit, 1-3 37 50-41 70
butter 1.2 34 0037 50 canner and cutter , Hogs 400, barrows and gilLs weak to
minim, 50 lower. 1-2 115-55
ander OW lbs5 50-35 00 slaughter bulls
60 30. 1 115-50 lb,59 90-60 30. 2.325-240
-trade I 115 lbs 5.1 tal grade 1-1 IOWlbs 59 011-59 it .1 140-295 lbs 58 110. sows
1310 lbs 47 00-51 IS. choice I95-735 lb
steads to 1 00 lower 1-1 1010400 lbs
seaters 55 00-60 00. calves untested
50 75-52 M. 4010500 Ins 511.1-53 50, 500Feeder steers medium frame 1 490545 his 53513-54(0. medium 300-465 lbs
565 lbs 5554275, small frame I 400-625
47 0050 5: boars over 300 lbs 47 50lbs 45 50-50 AY large frame I-1 475400
48 50
lbs 49 00-55 5 601075 lbs 44 00-50 00
For tfw week barrows and gilts 50-75
medium frame 1 150390 lb buILs 53 50
lower sows steads to 50 higher
50 OF betters medium frame 1 55415
Sheep untested
the 55(0-3,6 25 small frame 1 and
For the week slaughter Iambs ISO
medium frame 2 mixer1135-6.15 lbs 41 50.
lower. slaughtcr ow, stew!, feeders
40 Oil
300 higher

ie. iio.on

%ler.;
t,
,1F
/OH
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 allylag Stations
Receipts Act al Est 400 Barrows & Gilts
mostly 50 lower Sows steady to 10)lower
mostls 50-2(0 lower
160 5-60 25
US 1-2 210-240-lbs
659 540 5
1ES 200-216 lbs
/59 7540 5
ES? 210.50 lbs
350 75-54 75
US2.3350-1Iolbs
Sows
844(0-401.
US I-1270.350 lbs
147 COAS 03
US 1-3 50450 lbs
010(0.55(0
US L3 450-546lbs
650 CO-52 50 few 53 00
LtS1,
3 W0450116
146 0047 Oti
US2.334001bs
•
40043
Row
,

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

r THE MOVIE STORE -1
I

- Videocassette Rentals-

324

C Tyson Ave., Paris, Tl4

million Paducah riverfront access project.
The ceremony will be
at 1 p ni CDT on the new
Yeiser Street, between
Broad Street and Irvin
Cobb Boulevard. the
Department of Transportation announced
Wednesday in Frankfort.
Metts also will take
part in a 3 p.m. contractsigning for renovation of
the Smith Mansion at Interstate 24 and U.S. 45 as
a welcome center. PADUCAH, Ky. (AP
- A locally formed corporation will receive a
$152,500 state grant to
help purchase a
downtown Paducah
department store
threatened with closing.
That will go toward the
total purchase price of

. PADUCAH, Ky. API
- State Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts
needs its service. Need will take part in a
Line is totally supported ceremony Friday markby local organizations, in- ing completion of the $10
divlduals arid
businesses."
The speaker said a
transition has taken place
in recent months. In the
past years many folks
have needed assistance
who had never needed or
requested help in the
past. This spring a
506 N' 12th
number of meetings took
place to try to better address the increased
demands on the program.
Roos said an attempt to
pool resources has been
underway for several
months. Need-Line will be
the centralized agency.
The board is being
reorganized to assure
representation of each
contributing group, individual or business.
"The purpose of Need
Line is changing. Need
Line will become a
resource in itself, • compared to its initial purpose to serve as an agency to match needs and
resources," Roos added.
A questionZanswer,session followed which prpvided more detailed information.
Examples of problem
areas with more increased demand from 1978-79
to 1981-82 include job
related from 41 to 164:
food from 65 to 125; fuel.
housing, furniture from
94 to 221; drug and
alcohol. from 20 to 31;
child and/or spouse
abuse from 5 to 25.
Roos recognized a
number of Lions' club
members who have served on the Need I.ine board
since its beginning. First
vice president Richard
Jones introduced Roos.
Lion President Arvin
Crafton presented committee assignments for
1982-83 year.
Crafton said several
Murray Lions attended
the first cabinet meeting
of District 43K.

Need Line discussed

,

Country and Western
superstar Marty Robbins
will perform in concert at
Marshall County High
School Thursday, Sept. 2.
His appearance is sponsored by the Marching
Marshalls as one of the
fund raising activities for
their upcoming Rose
Bowl Trip.
Appearing on the same
program, will be Ricky
Skaggs and his 11 member band, considered by many to be the
hottest bluegrass act in
the business.
Robbins has been one of
the top performers in his
field for 25 years and was

HARRODSBURG'. Ky.
- The fort and
museum at Old Fort Harrod will begin operating
year round instead of
closing for the
,winter,
Parks Commissioner Lou
Kariba said Wednesday.
Craft production at the
park will end for the
season Sept.15 and the
gift shop will close Oct.31.
But the fort and
museum will be open 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday
through Sunday Nov.30
through March 15, 1983,
Karibo said in a news
release from his
Frankfort office.
API

$692,500 for Paducah Dry
Inc., a large downtown
retailer with 55
employees, state Commerce Secretary Bruce
Lunsford said Wednesday
in a news release in
Frankfort.
Paducah Dry's parent
company, Interstate
Stores Inc. of Latham.
N.Y., said recently that
the store, though profitahle, would be closed
and its employees laid off
because it did not fit Interstate's marketing
plan.
But Interstate agreed
to negotiate the sale of
the store to the locally
formed corporation,
whose shareholders inelude the store's
manager and downtown
merchants and property
owners.
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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KODAK 1515C
6000
Camera Outfit

\*--- ALL Summer

•Dont worry about hash It flashes whenever YOU need more light Recharges in
lust 1 seconds,
•boot worry about advancing iiwn It
advances atnaynaticaus•
seconds
•Dont worry 50001 focusing Just Press onr
button and the camera does the rest
•Dont worry about carrying it ultra
compact lightweight design literally BIS Ii
the mom of your hand
•Dont worry about guarantees Or naneries
Full Five Year Warranty Cove•'
'

ditraioe energy source'

.Merchandise

Vile tang's Den

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Murray Ky. Olympic Plaza

OREDUCE0
1 group of Jeans '9.99

FRANKFORT, Ky.
API - The new state
Motor Vehicle Commission will be sworn in at 11
a.m. Thursday in the
Capitol Rotunda.
The 12-member commission will review and
grant motor vehicle
dealer licenses and enforce state laws governing the dealers. It includes the state motor
vehicle regulation commissioner and 11
members appointed by
the governor.
I
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901-644.1003j

50%-75% off

Lunsford said the
grant, from federal
economic development
block grant funds, is be- ing made because of the
threatened job losses and
because the store is a
vital part of a downtown
hard pressed to compete
with suburban malls_

1979 Chevrolet 3/4 ton Beauville Van
blue & White, 2 capioin choirs, 2-tull ben
r.r!ryw s rI
seats, carpeted, front.& recc nir
B PS AM-FM, Radio, ,-. •
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KODACOLOR HR Disc Film
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on the South Side
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